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Words from the top

Chris Jackson
MFNZ President

With Peter Randerson stepping up as Secretary to reduce
the load on our Administrator, Paul Clegg, members will
now have to put up with myself giving a rundown on the
current state of the nation!

Council are currently gearing up to have the right
documentation formalised and published in time for the
AGM. Remember, Model Flying New Zealand is an
association of members, your input matters!

First up - some good news! Model Flying New Zealand is
an aﬃliated organisation of the New Zealand Aviation
Federation. The Aviation Federation is a group of General
Aviation member organisations that collectively have a
membership of over 10000 people. MFNZs position on
Aviation Federation allows us to speak to the regulators
and other parties with the voices of all the other
organisations behind us, all working for a common goal The betterment of aviation.

Regulatory Aﬀairs
Whilst nothing oﬃcial has been announced, we are
anticipating the results of the Ministry of Transports Drone
Program to be released post select committee imminently.
The outcomes of this could have a very very large impact
on members and we eagerly await it so we can plan and
adapt for the future regulation and continue to protect the
rights of aeromodellers.
The Civil Aviation Authority is currently in a very serious
state of ﬂux, with a new executive and new mantras
established. I am hopeful that CAA will come out the other
side a more eﬀective and collaborative institution.

The Aviation Federation also has the ability to support the
aviation industry when and where needed and recently
awarded three $8000 scholarships to three very deserving
young women entering a career in aircraft engineering
with the NMIT school of aviation through the NZ
Association of Women in Aviation.
MFNZ Council -

I represent the Aviation Federation and by proxy Model
Flying New Zealand on the CAA Aviation Community
Advisory Group (ACAG). ACAG is a group of subject
matter experts from the community that help the CAA with
future rulemaking and rule amendments. Recently
ACAGs Chair Paul Drake stepped down and Qwilton Biel
stepped into the role, which coincided with ACAGs terms
of reference being reviewed. Qwilton has huge amounts of
aviation experience and common sense, so the future of
ACAG is looking very positive!

With Peter and Les now onboard the MFNZ council we
have most of the much needed positions ﬁlled, other than
ﬁnding a suitable (and willing) representative for the
Auckland region. If you are interested, or know of anyone
who would be good in the role, please reach out to me or
the council!

YOUR AREA NEEDS

With all the regulatory changes happening expect some
big, and possibly contentious, changes coming to the
organisation and modelling in general in the near future,
however I'm conﬁdent Model Aircraft will continue to be a
healthy and thriving part of New Zealand's future aviation
scene.

YOU!!!

Auckland North Island Rep

MFNZ COUNCIL
NEEDS YOU
MFNZ has been operating for some
time without an oﬃcial Auckland
Representative. M FN Z needs
someone from the Auckland area to
represent the Council at the local
clubs. If you think you can help, drop
a line to the MFNZ Secretary.
secretary@modelﬂyingnz.org
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AGM

Saturday 2nd July
2022 at 1pm

The AGM will be held as an online Zoom meeting
The MFNZ 2022 AGM documentation is available on the MFNZ website
MFNZ AGM docs.. https://www.modelﬂyingnz.org/AGM_docs_2022.html
This has links to the Annual Report as
well as the Proxy voting form. Note that
voting will also include votes for two
Remits:

• Proposed updates to the
MFNZ Constitution
• Proposal for a new MFNZ Life
Member.
See the Annual Report for full details on
both remits.
Zoom Meeting Instructions
MFNZ Council has been using the online
meeting software Zoom for a number of years.
This is proven to be a really successful way of
running meetings.
We are again going to run the MFNZ AGM
using Zoom. All MFNZ members are welcome
to attend the meeting. You’ll need to register
as an attending to the meeting before the
meeting starts. Following is some simple
instructions on how to do this:
Zoom can be run on a variety of platforms
including tablets smart phones and PCs. To
register for the MFNZ meeting open a browser
and go to the link on page 6
Or
From your browser go to https://zoom.us.
Select Join
The email will include a personalised link to
the Zoom meeting. Note that this is your
unique login to the AGM and should not be
shared with others. On the day of the AGM,
click on the link which will start the AGM for
you. The link will automatically install the
Zoom client if it’s not already available on your
device. Note that you can use a variety of
devices to attend the AGM.. Mobile devices,
tablets, Windows PC, Apple devices will all
work.

Meeting ID is : 889 5674 7585
Either of these methods will start the Zoom registration page…
Meeting Registration

Topic

MFNZ AGM 2022 - Zoom Meeting

Time

Jul 2, 2022 01:00 PM in Auckland, Wellington

First Name*

Last Name*

Email Address*

Conﬁrm Email Address*

MFNZ Number?*

* Required information
Information you provide when registering will be shared with the account owner and host and can be used and shared by them in accordance
with their Terms and Privacy Policy.

Register

Fill in your details to register. Note that the First Name – Last
Name combination will be used as your Title in the Zoom
meeting. Zoom will send an email to your registered email
address. See the following example email.
Thank you for registering for MFNZ AGM 2022 - Zoom Meeting. You can ﬁnd information
about this meeting below.
MFNZ AGM 2022 - Zoom Meeting
Date & Time

Jul 2, 2022 01:00 PM Auckland, Wellington

Meeting ID

889 5674 7585

Please submit any questions to: members@modelﬂyingnz.org
You can cancel your registration at any time.
WAYS TO JOIN ZOOM

1. Join from PC, Mac, iPad, or Android

Join Meeting
If the button above does not work, paste this into your browser:

The meeting has been conﬁgured to allow
online voting.
If you can’t attend the AGM there are two other
methods of voting for the direction of the
organisation.

https://us02web.zoom.us/s/88956747585?pwd=T0dFa1ptM0pkOXREOUZiRWRqUXY4dz09

To keep this meeting secure, do not share this link publicly.
Add to Calendar(.ics)
Thank you!
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Add to Google Calendar

Add to Yahoo Calendar

system. There’s a proxy voting form below, the link just
below or on the MFNZ website.

Electronic pre vote
We’ve created an online voting system to allow you to vote
before the AGM. Use the link below to run the online voting
system. Electronic voting will close on 25th June 2022.

If you’ve got a buddy that’s attending the AGM, feel free to
provide them with your proxy vote. Please note that proxy
votes need to be lodged with the MFNZ Secretary (me) no
later than 27th June 2022.

Proxy Vote
The ﬁnal way of voting is through the good old Proxy Vote
Zoom link

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88956747585?pwd=T0dFa1ptM0pkOXREOUZiRWRqUXY4dz09

Electronic pre vote
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSedgqltoagG3IﬀsdF0MqH7bgmDhSWIQ0tnpﬀKH0a3GjAT8A/viewform?usp=sf_link

Proxy Vote

.
https://www.modelﬂyingnz.org/docs/council_agm/ProxyForm2022.pdf

PROXY VOTING FORM - MFNZ AGM HELD 2nd JULY 2022
This form is to be with the Administrator: Paul Clegg, members@modelﬂyingnz.co.nz
not later than 27th June 2022

I, (print full name)
being member number

of

MFNZ hereby nominate (print name)
to vote on my behalf at the MFNZ Annual General Meeting on 2.7.2022.
Signed

Date

I accept the nomination as proxy holder

MFNZ number

(print full name)
Signed

Date

PROXY VOTING FORM - MFNZ AGM HELD 2nd JULY 2022
This form is to be with the Administrator: Paul Clegg, members@modelﬂyingnz.co.nz
not later than 27th June 2022

I, (print full name)
being member number

of

MFNZ hereby nominate (print name)
to vote on my behalf at the MFNZ Annual General Meeting on 2.7.2022.
Signed

Date

I accept the nomination as proxy holder

MFNZ number

(print full name)
Signed

Date
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GLOBAL WARMING
& MODEL FLYING STRIPS
ﬁlled a 20litre can of 95 octane petrol. It cost $81 and that
would last me about 2-3 weeks.
There had to be a better way and the cheapest was to run
sheep but those little black ball bearings which they drop
leave me un-impressed. I then considered an electric
mower. Ryobi are about the only brand in my price range
so I ordered a RY48ZTR100, costing $8,500.
Eventually it arrived. It was made in China but to German
speciﬁcations and I was pleased to see it often matched or
exceeded the John Deere equivalent. There are two
blades each with their own motor and each wheel has its
own motor, controlled by lever. There are no belts, grease
points, or oil. The other bonus is that the batteries are
AGM, four of them in series in a block. These can be
changed through a ﬂap at the back which allows them to
be slid in and out. It seems lithium batteries don't work so
well in mowers as they don't handle extreme temperatures
well. The smart charger switches to a trickle charge when
the batteries reach full and it is recommended to leave it on
continuously in storage.

Pete Salmond
Most of us recognise that global warming is upon us.
Although some dispute it, the science points to the use of
fossil fuels as one of the major contributors. Since the
maintenance of club ﬂying ﬁelds is a subject close to the
hearts of all ﬂiers I thought you might be interested in the
following.

So, what is my verdict? I rate it excellent. I am cutting over
an acre every 5-6 days and the mower uses just 30% of its
charge. I don't need to collect the clippings. I do wear
earmuﬀs though because of the noise from the blades, but
for general running around it just produces a faint whistle.
The blades are very sharp but light weight. I inadvertently
For as long as I can remember I have been the ran over a bridge spike on the ﬁeld but the damage was
groundsman for the Gore Model Aircraft Club due mainly quickly repaired. I would also recommend a CAT mowerto the fact that I own the right gear. Push came to shove lift to help with cleaning the deck.
just before the recent astronomical price increases for fuel.
I was using a John Deere zeroturn mower, with an 18hp Go on, all you other clubs, join the light side, you'll save so
mower and 42inch cut. One day, I refueled the mower and much from the day you make the change, and you won't
regret it.

Sandy Knolls Road
Burnham
Camping on site, prizes,
come and help us celebrate
our new 200m
strip and ﬁeld layout.
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Hall of Fame Recipient 2021
In 2000 he travelled to Switzerland for his ﬁrst World
Championship with a Nieuport 28. This was followed by a
trip to Sweden in 2006
for a second try, this
time with a Douglas
Dauntless. He also
represented New
Zealand at the TransTasman events in 2005
and 2007.
Top Gun in the USA
has been another
competition that he has
been successful in
ﬁrstly with a Douglas
Dauntless in 2011, 12
and 13. A magniﬁcent
Hawker Fury that that
placed top in static and
3rd overall as well as
being top pre-war
aircraft was his top
result in 2018.
He has been involved in the F4 Scale Committee of the
FAI since 2018 and was the Chief Judge for the F4H class
in Switzerland in 2018. He will also judge for F4 at the 2022
World Championships in Norway
MFNZ would like you to share in the celebration of our
latest inductee to the MFNZ Hall of Fame. Following is a He has also instigated and driven the restructure of the F4
synopsis of Gwyn’s many accomplishments in rules that had become a diﬃcult document to use. The
aeromodelling.
project has resulted in a document that is a useable and
clear document, that has a consistent structure and is
Gwyn started aeromodelling after several years racing easily understood.
motorcycles. Learning to ﬂy R/C in 1979, he then started
ﬂying aerobatics in 1980 under the tutelage of Ross Gwyn also introduced laser cutting to model kits in New
Craighead and rapidly gained the skill to be part of the Zealand starting with the Airsail small scale kits in 2007
Trans-Tasman Aerobatics team at Hamilton in 1982, Point and progressing to cutting a wide range of kits under the
Cook in 1984 and Whangarei in 1986. He also served in Avetek Limited /Hangaronekits brand.
the Aerobatics SIG for a few years. He still enjoys ﬂying
aerobatics, and this grounding has resulted in being able Avetek Limited purchased part of the Airsail business in
to ﬂy scale models well at the top level in competition.
2011 and moved into the wholesale world of modelling
supplies. This included setting up the Airsail kits for laser
He then added Scale Modelling to his repertoire starting cutting replacing the printed parts and developing new
with a Dave Platt FW 190 kit.
kits, a Tiger Moth and a Sopwith 1 ½ Strutter that set new
standards of design and engineering that included jigs and
In National Competitions where he has always been instructions of a very high standard. During this period, he
competitive, and there was always a tussle between him developed a range of R/C kits, in conjunction with
and Brian Borland in the FAI classes. He was not shy in Hangarone in Tauranga, that are sold worldwide. Avetek
building unusual subjects typiﬁed by the RWD-8 that was Limited purchased Hangaronekits in 2020. This combined
ﬂown for a number of years.
venture was sold on in 2021.
He has also been a member of the Radio Scale SIG on
and oﬀ for 25 years playing an active role in encouraging
new ﬂiers to enter and compete as well as developing rules
and associated judging systems to minimize
administrative load.

His contribution to the Aeromodelling community has been
over a wide range of activity, putting back into it as much as
he has taken and more. He has represented New Zealand
at the highest levels in the levels both in competition and
as an administrator.
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Prior to any build commencing, I bench tested a 12A ESC
with a 2212 1800kv motor driving a 6x4 prop
(recommended by original article). This easily pulled
10amps+ and over 100watts on only 3/4 throttle, so
perhaps a larger capacity ESC will end up being used, as
another issue was cooling of battery/wires etc, although
once aloft, lower throttle settings should be ample remember basic .049s only produce around 70-80 watts
ﬂat out.

Joy
Stick
BUILD LOG

As in previous small model builds, I already have some
structural adaptations in mind, including;
- strip ailerons
- 3/16 turbulator spars added to front 1/3 of wing section to
Nick Ward
help prevent ‘sag’ of covering and maintain aerofoil
shape,
The Joystick was a Half-A Cox Tee-Dee .049 powered - narrower fuselage for better streamlining and to save a
Pylon racing/fun-ﬂy/general sport model designed by Noel little weight, bearing in mind modern 10g servos are much
Rozelle for RCM magazine in April 1975.
smaller/lighter than the original ‘mini’ servos
- a couple of made up formers to stiﬀen the basic ‘box’, as I
am using thinner wood for the fuselage sides,
- a 1/8” wing seat doubler/gussets to strengthen the seat
and provide more secure ﬁxing for dowels),
- forward 1/8 ply landing gear plates - my version will be a
tail dragger,
- lower forward fuselage 1/4 sheet will have a large cut out
and a thin ply plate battery access hatch ﬁtted.
Originally for
rudder/elevat
or control, it’s
performance
was described in a kit review as follows;
“With regards to ﬂight performance, with the controls set
on minimum throws, the airplane is quite easy to ﬂy and it
can be ﬂown by nearly any novice. However, with the
control movements set for maximum throws, you will have
one of the most exciting airplanes around.”
The RCM build article, while singing the praises of the
design, pointed out its “…roll mode deﬁnitely improved
with ailerons…”. Also, a subsequent contributor to the
Outerzone plans website described it as impossible to ﬂy
The basic plan from Outerzone
without ailerons, but a real ‘sweetheart’ with them, hence
my decision to incorporate aileron control, and therefore 20th January 2022
turn this little plane into a ‘full-house’ backyard aerobat.
Started making up a kit of parts after ﬁrst bench-testing
motor/ESC/prop combination to get around 100watts +.
The appeal of the design for me comes from several
factors, ie the low parts count, apparent lightweight for
reasonable size, and the recommendation that it will ﬂy
with a basic Cox .049. Theoretically, this brings it into the
same size category as other small models I power using
3s 800mAh battery packs, despite having a 38” span and 2
square feet of wing area.
I had already decided I needed to add a ‘full-house
aerobat’ to this small model collection, so any electric
power set up that can produce around 100+ watts oﬀ a
6x4”prop should produce good sport performance as long
as the weight is kept down. The Cox Tee-Dee engine
produced 78watts at 22,000rpm (Aeromodeller Magazine
test 1962), so in theory, 100watts should be ample.
However, The Cox engines were usually run ‘full-bore’ to
get suﬃcient power, so although I’m initially trying a higher
kv motor, this may have to be changed once test ﬂights are
completed.

Fuselage/tail kit ‐ note formers F2 & F3 made up (centres cut out before ﬁ ng for
access and adding 'lightness').
NOTE ‐ undercarriage plates are cut from 1/8” ply for taildragger version ‐ make sure
slots are 'staggered' to allow wire legs to ﬁt one in front of another ‐ see build note
later showing undercarriage holes in fuselage bo om sheet.
Not shown are 1/8 doublers for wing seat, 1/8 gussets for dowel reinforcement, and
1/32 ply forward ba ery access hatch.
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24th January 2022

Slots cut in root ribs to accommodate 1.6mm
ply brace, glued to back of shear webs. Test
ﬁ ed before glue applied.

Wing parts kit ‐ centre shee ng to be added later. 3/32” used instead of 1/8” where
possible, eg ribs.

23rd January 2022
Ply brace glued into posi on on one wing
only to start, le to dry …
…before adding second panel, carefully
posi oned, propped up and clamped to
ensure proper alignment.

Dihedral of 1” total checked ‐
wing le to dry fully overnight.
Holes for aileron servo wires carefully cut into 3 inner ribs using 10mm punch, map
pin & sanding s ck.

Wing centre sec on top 3/32”
shee ng added.
Ribs (except centre rib) set out on TE & lower main spar, checked for squareness. Note
extra rib for loca ng and moun ng aileron servo. Paper tube (approx 12mm dia)
made up for aileron servo wires and inserted & glued. Centre rib now added, allowing
slight angle for 1” total dihedral.

F2, F3 formers reinforced with cross
braces & holes cut out; F2 for ESC
wires to RX, F3 to clear
servo/pushrod connec ons. With
hindsight, F2 hole could be enlarged
for be er airﬂow to aid ESC/ba ery
cooling, as the aim was to draw
airﬂow right through fuselage to exit
at tail, which is completely open for
the elevator pushrod.
F2, F3 glued/pinned into
posi on on 6mm inverted
fuselage top & checked for
squareness; note this
sequence of construc on
diﬀers from original as I
have added the formers…

Servo width ﬁt checked, followed by adding remaining spars including extra
turbulator LE spars.

Lower centre sec on shee ng added prior to joining wing halves to aid correct
loca on of centre shear webs, needed for adding dihedral brace ‐ this diﬀers from
original plan which uses a central hardwood trunnion block for moun ng main
landing gear and which also acts as a dihedral brace. My version is a tail dragger, so
solid block is unnecessary & replaced with 1/16 ply brace giving 1” total dihedral.
Single piece Sig Koverall across both panels on wing underside also strengthens
centre wing joint when covering .

One fuselage side and 6mm forward underside sheet added ‐ alignment constantly
checked, bearing in mind front edge of top & bo om sheets are angled for engine side
thrust, as per plan. This means one fuselage side is cut shorter than the other. My
assembly sequence allowed for addi on of tail‐dragger undercarriage side plates and
underside screw plate, shown in next two photographs, but these perhaps should be
glued to sides/bo om piece, along with wing seats and gussets, before assembling
sides/top/bo om. Something to consider 'next me'.

Centre
sec on shear
webs added ‐
not on original
plan and
possibly unnecessary, but negligable weight penalty. ‐ they also aid gluing of dihedral
brace. Second wing panel completed to similar stage.
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26th January 2022

Second fuselage side added and pinned un l glue dried.
3mm gussets for wing dowels added
front and back of wing seat
TE reinforcement scrap balsa between TE shee ng for hinges.

27th January 2022

3mm wing seat doublers added, another
change from the original.

Nose reinforced with triangular stock
scraps.

2.4mm (3/32”) rear underside
shee ng added cross‐grain

Fuselage edges sanded oﬀ and smoothed. ‐ I le the sides fairly square, but there is
ample material so allow a more 'rounded' look to be sanded. With hindsight,
removing some of this material behind CG would help with achieving a more forward
CG posi on if so desired ‐ REMEMBER, 1gram saved at the rear usually saves at least
3 grams in the nose!

Undercarriage parts; 3mm piano wire legs, ﬂa ened brass tube straps, foam wheels
later replaced with heavier 50mm wheels to help achieve correct balance point. Test
ﬁ ed before removing prior to covering ‐ note staggered U/C legs

28th January 2022

Spruce servo moun ng blocks glued between ribs. Front ba ery hatch cut out, then
1/32” ply reinforcement sheet cut to ﬁt. Note staggered holes for undercarriage legs
to ﬁt ‐ make sure your undercarriage plates are cut accordingly before gluing into
fuselage ‐ see note earlier when making up kit of fuselage parts!

25th January 2022

Ply reinforcement sheet
ﬁ ed ‐ hole width
checked to allow ba ery
access, which is ght due
to narrower fuselage
(1.5 “) ‐ others may wish
to retain original width
(approx 2”) for easier
access to ba ery/radio
compartment etc.

F1 from 6mm ply, screw holes marked allowing for right thrust, cooling holes drilled,
glued to front of fuselage. Note, pre‐shaping of F1, two sides angled to match side and
down thrust.

1/8” balsa wing ps cut and glued, reinforced by 1/8 gussets. Tailplane/elevator, &
ﬁn/rudder cut and shaped.

1/16” scrap ply
(1/32” would be
suﬃcient) rubber
band reinforcement
for wing ‐ these also
reinforce the joint
between the two
panels at the TE, LE.

Joys ck airframe to date
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31st January 2022

29th January 2022
1/32” ply front
hatch made up,
spruce block and
wire loca ng pin
made up from
scrap control
linkage wire.
Medium CA glue
used here.

Main airframe components painted with two coats acrylic paint.

1st February 2022
Main wing covered using Sig Koverall ‐ a ached with dope, heat shrunk then two
further coats of slightly thinned dope.

Ailerons a ached with
Dubro pinned hinges,
cocktail s ck pins used
to secure in place.
Servos installed, wires
pulled through wing‐
tube using lead‐
weighted thread,
followed by control
rods and Dubro 1/2A
horns/steel clevises.

30th January 2022

Fuselage, tail parts & ailerons sealed with non‐shrinking dope, then lightweight
ssue doped on, then further two coats applied, sanding in between coats.

Holes for kevlar thread hinges pushed through using mapping pin, 1/4” apart, 1/4”
from hinge‐line.

Wing panels kept ﬂat while dope cures.
Kevlar hinges sewn into place ‐ real 'old‐school', but work very well, as long as thread
pulled taut throughout applica on.

2nd February 2022

Tail ﬁn reinforcement added before gluing tail ﬁn to tailplane, checking for
squareness. PVA glue used throughout, any ssue covered ma ng surfaces are
prepared with pinholes to allow PVA to penetrate through to wood.

Rudder hinges installed and paint details added to fuselage

Tail ﬁn/plane assembly carefully
glued to fuselage a er making pin
holes to pierce the ssue covering,
allowing PVA glue to soak into balsa
underneath. Pinned in place, le
overnight to cure to ensure strongest
possible joint.

Front hatch ba ery
cooling hole cut out.

Cockpit 'canopy' formed
from so balsa block,
sealed with dope,
covered with lightweight
ssue ﬁlled with two
further dope coats.
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4th February 2022

Undercarriage ﬁ ed and
alignment of wheels checked.
Wing seat lined with 1mm
rubber strip epoxied in place.

Canopy block painted.

5th Febuary 2022

3rd February 2022
Tail skid from 16swg
(1.6mm) piano wire,
s tched onto 1/16” ply
w i t h kev l a r t h r e a d ,
soaked with CA glue.
3/8 (ver cal) &
1/4” square spruce
servo moun ng
blocks glued into
place using servos
to locate accurately.
Pushrods then
made up from hard
3/16” square balsa,
with kevlar thread
used to bind control
rods. Z‐bends at
servo end.

Receiver installed with velcro secured to fuselage
sides with epoxy. Servos plugged in and wires
died with plas c es. Canopy glued into posi on.

Joys ck complete,
awai ng calm
weather for test
ﬂights.

Control horns ﬁ ed to elevator and rudder, pushrods hooked up using Dubro steel
clevises onto 1/2A Dubro horns.

Final Specs.
Wingspan:
approx. 38”
Chord:
(with strip ailerons) – 7.75”
Wing area total: approx 294.5 sq.” = approx 2sq.ft.
AUW:
a shade under 21oz (original design
weight was 22-28oz)
Wing Loading: 1 0 . 5 o z / s q . f t . ( R C M k i t r e v i e w
example was 13.5oz/sq.ft.)
Controls:
4-ch, Rud/Elev/Ail/Thro.
Servos:
2 oﬀ Turnigy TSS 10MG
(rudder/elevator)
2 oﬀ MiToot MG90S (ailerons)
Battery:
Turnigy 800mAh 3cell (initial set-up)
Motor/prop:
(initial) Racerstar L2212-1800kv, 6x4
master airscrew (set-up produces
100w+),
(ﬁnal - see maiden notes) Racerstar
L2212-1400KV, 7x4 master airscrew
(100w-ish, much improved eﬃciency)
ESC:
Hornet 12Amp
RX:
Futaba 4ch R2004GF

Motor and prop screwed into posi on ‐ note oﬀset moun ng. Tailskid plate glued into
posi on (pinholes in fuselage again made to allow glue to penetrate.

1/8” light‐ply scrap separa on plate on 3/8” balsa scrap for ESC/ba ery cooling
airﬂow glued in. ESC ﬁts under plate, ba ery secured on top with velcro. Wing dowels
also permanently glued and sealed with varnish.
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11th February 2022 - FURTHER MAIDEN FLIGHTS
Three ﬂights in slightly calmer, but still breezy conditions;
1400kv motor and 7x4 prop, with throttle between 1/2 and
2/3 for most of ﬂight, gave far more thrust than the
previous motor/prop ( 1800kv & 6x4prop) combination.
Joystick seemed to handle far more easily/assertively
than previous test ﬂights, capable of loops, double rolls
with ease at 2/3 throttle.

9th February 2022 - 1st MAIDEN FLIGHTS
There were two initial maiden ﬂights of about 4minutes
each in gusty conditions, not really ideal. The Joystick
initially struggled with the small wheels on grass, but once
airborne appeared quite ‘ﬂoaty’, if a little ‘twitchy’ due to
slightly rearward CG (but still inside that shown on plan)
and wind inﬂuences. The motor speed needed to be kept
high to produce suﬃcient thrust, yet Joystick felt very agile
and responsive to ailerons and elevator, with rolls/loops
easily accomplished.

Elevator response very strong, allowing extremely tight
turns when desired.

After just 4 minutes, the plane was landed and the battery
checked for capacity, the result being about 27%. The
battery and wires felt quite warm.

Flight times on this occasion were 5+, 5 1/2 and 5+mins
leaving 25%, 26% and 26% in battery. The second ﬂight
did utilize more judicious use of the throttle, but it would
seem that 5mins of aerobatics will be the norm with this
battery capacity. Still, this is a 25% improvement on the
previous 4mins duration with the 1800kv and 6x4prop.

The second ﬂight ended on 32%, showing a rapid
consumption of battery energy with this motor/prop set-up,
despite only on 1/2 to 2/3 throttle for most of the ﬂight. I felt
the motor/prop combination, which had been chosen to
mimic the Cox TeeDee of the original, wasn’t doing the
airframe justice and was far too ineﬃcient.

The Joystick is certainly aerobatic and responsive enough
for my needs going forward, so I’m pleased with the result,
satisfying my requirement for a ‘backyard aerobat’ to join
my growing collection of small planes powered from the
800mAh 3s batteries.

Although extremely agile, as expected with ailerons, I
wondered if the stability and ‘twitchiness’ with rearward
CG needed tweaking a bit, although this could have been
partially due to less than ideal maiden ﬂight conditions.

However, purely as an observation, it was a mistake to
initially attempt to ‘mimic’ the performance of the CoxTD
049 used on the original using high revving electrics, as
the power usage from the battery was so ineﬃcient. The
7x4 prop works much better with the lower kv motor, and
performance might even be further improved with diﬀerent
motor/prop combinations.

With all the above in mind I decided to make the following
changes before further test-ﬂying;
. swap the 1800kv motor for the 1400kv version (I had
one spare), and increase the prop from 6x4 to 7x4
initially. This should produce more usable thrust but
with lower revs. - similar power-train to that used on the
DB Tinkerbell biplane I had which has similar wingloading but ﬂies more slowly with a 7x3 prop. I may
even be able to move to an 8x3 or 4 prop later (or 7x5?)
if I feel it necessary to experiment.

A very worthwhile addition to my small model ﬂeet.
As an afterthought, I’m going to look into the possibility of
aquiring some 1000mAh 3s packs and see if the
performance is improved in terms of ﬂight time AND the
extra nose weight bringing the CG slightly forward; I’ll
update the log if there are signiﬁcant improvements.

. I would expect Joystick to be faster than my previous
small models and more aerobatic, but would like 5-6
minutes ﬂying on this battery at least. This suggests I
must aim for a lower current draw, which would also
allow the battery/wires/ESC to run cooler. However,
now I’ve seen the initial power consumption, I am
anticipating requirement of 1000mAh+ on 3s if I wish to
extend ﬂight-time signiﬁcantly further with aerobatics,
even though the whole point was to use the same
batteries. I may have to accept short ﬂight-times.

I hope you enjoyed reading.
Nick Ward
PS - Thanks to Shane at Flight RC in Christchurch, a week
after the second batch of test ﬂights above, I was able to
acquire three 1000mAh 3s packs and use them with the
Joystick. Flight times now averaged 6 - 6 1/2 minutes, so
this was much more satisfactory.
I also changed the receiver to a Spektrum AR410, making
the model compatible with the majority of my planes
operated with my DX6 transmitter.

. slightly larger/heavier wheels may improve the CG,
and help with grass take-oﬀs, but I’ll see how it
performs ﬁrst with just a change in prop and motor
combination. Larger wheels than the 50mm ones I
already have may look a little ‘ungainly’.

New packs on le , longer but slimmer, with fa er wires and more suitable connectors
for higher currents than previous small models.
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F5K

David Griﬃn

From left to
right, The Flap
servo ﬁts in a
neat pocket in
the moulded
wing root, over
w h i c h i s
attached the
wings servo
connector. Nose
Pod with motor
and prop neatly
mounted in the
white front
section. Main
Fuselage with
receiver wrapped in tape and tucked under the integrated rudder and
elevator servo holder and ballast tray. Ballast slides in, then the bolt drops
in to a slot to retain it in place.

It was with some sadness that I unpacked the components
of the Yoda F5K. Sad that just a month earlier these parts
were dispatched from Kharkiv in the Ukraine, not long
before Russia invaded, what became of the guys that
packed this box, would we ever see another model from
Vladimir and his team?
I have had the pleasure of ﬂying Vladimir’s gliders
for over 10 years and competed with them at 3
world champs very successfully. In that time the
evolution of the designs both as eﬀective soaring
machines and the quality and attention to detail, how the
parts ﬁt together, servos are mounted etc has improved
markedly with each new generation of model. The Yoda is
no exception and in fact the best I have seen for the way
the parts are designed (no doubt with CAD) and
manufactured to ﬁt neatly together.

before the hatch is closed. I have ordered a small Altis
Nano ALES switch and will shorten as much of the wiring
as possible to free up some space.
Mine weighs about 280gms ready to ﬂy.

The Yoda was ﬁrst released as an F3K (discuss launched)
glider in 2019. It was the ﬁrst ever glider in the class to
feature polyhedral (dihedral in the middle and a second
kink up about half span). This greatly improved the stability
and low level thermal turning ability of the model. The
change to a Polyhedral wing required a 4 servo wing,
which enabled smaller ailerons and separate ﬂaps for
much ﬁner approach control. Our Joe Wurts had quite an
inﬂuence in the design. Last year Vladimir released an
electric powered Yoda. Mine is number 29.

First ﬂights were Ho-hum…. Until I got it trimmed and reset
the range of the ESC to enable full power. It was then
immediately apparent how the polyhedral had improved
stability. Much turning can be done with rudder alone in ﬂat
gentle turns. Now with a few hours ﬂying achieved I ﬁnd it a
very eﬀective model and another step up from the
previous F5K Snipe I have ﬂown over the last few years. It
is particularly impressive how the model penetrates in to
wind enabling me to follow lift much further down wind and
still come back with height to spare.

Assembly took a few days, soldering servos to preinstalled wires and plugs in the wings and then screwing
the speciﬁed KST ﬂap servos and gluing in place the
aileron servos and horns for each control. The rudder and
elevator servos are mounted to a moulded tray which
holds the servos, the connector plugs for the wing servos
and also holds the supplied ballast. This then slides neatly
into the fuselage.

Well done Joe and Vladimir!!

The supplied motor, ESC and prop bolt to the front of the
separate nose pod which then slides on to the main part of
the fuselage just forward of the wing. I needed to cut 15mm
oﬀ to get the CG close.

Many have converted older f3k models by adding a motor
etc to the front giving both the model and its ﬂier a new
lease on life.

Space is really at a premium up the front with a small jeti
receiver tucked under the ballast slot, the battery, ESC
and ALES switch and lots of wires competing for space

One day the craziness that is the Ukraine invasion will end,
I hope Vladimir and his team survive and can rebuild their
lives and ﬁnd the time and space to begin building their
excellent models for us again.
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F5K is a relatively new addition to the FAI classes. Basically it
is for old guys who couldn’t throw an f3k model very high or got
wounded in the process to keep ﬂying these delightful light
models. The Launch under motor is controlled by a switch to 7
seconds and 60 metres so everyone is launching to the same
height, then its up to the pilots to ﬁnd lift and ﬂy to the target
times.

NEW STRIP AT

BURNHAM
Peter Hewson

Christchurch Radio Fliers is a club of 50-odd members
with ages ranging from 12 to 70 plus. We ﬂy at a ﬁeld about
2km from the military base at Burnham. Our landlord is a
local farmer who is very supportive of us and allows us to
ﬂy from a paddock which does not require pivot irrigators
and is rarely stocked. This allows us to have our own club
rooms and container for storage on site and some freedom
for ﬂying. There are no trees on the boundaries and all
ﬁelds surrounding us are used for pasture or fodder crops.
Most club members ﬂy smaller to medium sized sport
models, but quite a few have large models as well. You
would think that a club on the Canterbury Plains would
have a ﬂat strip. Unfortunately, the plains are alluvial and
not exactly ﬂat. Our runway measures about 180m x 20m
and is undulating, which makes for some challenging
landings at times. We decided as a club last year to put a
lot of our funds into levelling and re-sowing the strip. We
applied to MFNZ for some assistance with the project and
gratefully received some ﬁnancial assistance towards the
task. Thank you MFNZ!
We have club members with contacts and were able to
acquire the services of an earth -moving contractor and a
friend with sowing machinery. The contractor was held up
last year with a lot of work in the Mid and South Canterbury
districts as a result of the ﬂoods there a year or so ago.
Then Covid struck some of the employees. To cut a long
story short, the work began on the new strip in March this
year and was accomplished very quickly with
sophisticated theodolite and laser-guided technology.
The task involved grubbing the strip ﬁrst to loosen the top
soil layer. Then the contractor put his big grader to work
and pushed the top soil to one side. This allowed him to
level the strip. The “bumps” were removed and the
contours ﬂattened to make for a much better model
runway. The top soil was then pushed back into place and
rolled. The next task was to sow the grass seed (a special
blend to suit the soil type of the area) in a diagonal manner.
This avoids the parallel lines of grass strike which can play
havoc with small wheels. As of the time of writing, we have
seen a very promising grass strike and we hope to have
the strip up and running fully in a couple of months. You
can see from the photos how much ﬂatter the strip is now.

Top to bottom:
CRFC site at Burnham,
Canterbury.
Grader with laser-guided
technology which
automatically adjusts
blade height.
Proﬁle of one of the
undulations showing
how big some bumps
were.
Tractor and drill which
sows diagonal, diamondshapes for even grass
growth.
Levelled, rolled and
sowed. Grass starting to
show signs of life.
Club president, Roger Atkinson leading from the front at a club barbecue.
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a different way to
build a wing
David
Thornley

If you ﬂy sport RC and are also a model builder, you may be
interested in this alternative way to build a wing rather than
using traditional built-up construction. It’s especially
suitable for ugly stick type wings that have no dihedral, and
those with a parallel chord, although there is no real
diﬃculty in adapting the method for wings with dihedral or
those with a tapered TE plan form.

View on centre showing the centre sheeting and the reinforcing gusset.
The rib adjacent to the gusset matches the fuselage side.

To make these wings you need a polystyrene hotwire
cutter, a saw bench and an interest in trying something
new, since the method of building the wing is completely
diﬀerent from the norm.
Take a look at the combat models shown in the CL notes of
this MFW. These are typical combat models that were
developed by the Soviets in the late eighties. In European
combat today, they are universally used, and nothing can
compete with them for strength, manoeuvrability and
lightness.

General view of the wing top showing the papered LE

The latest types have increasing use of carbon ﬁbre as the
search for increased strength, light weight and crash
resistance continues. The Americans of course, still use
their own design, but those ﬂying FAI and international
competitions ﬂy the ubiquitous combat wing as pictured.
The strength of these wings comes from the unique LE and
spar construction. Looking at the pictures you can see the
space between the LE and the spar appears solid. In fact, it
is solid. The ﬁll is expanded polystyrene (EPS). The EPS
runs from the root to the tip and the pine wing spars are let
into the top and bottom surfaces of the ﬁll. A pine LE strip is
also let into the nose of the aerofoil section. These spars
run from one wing tip to the other, thus providing great
bending strength in all directions to the whole wing. When
the wing assembly is ﬁnished, the entire front leading-edge
section is wrapped in paper that is bonded to the section
with PVA adhesive. To further increase the LE strength the
LE assembly is then spirally wrapped in Kevlar thread that
is also bonded to the section.

Underside of the wing showing the front wing peg and the aileron servo.
Ailerons have been recycled from the last wing.

Believe it or not, the paper provides high torsional stiﬀness
to the wing and the Kevlar wrapping further increases this Wing on the
and also hold the whole lot together when the model is model.
impacted by an opponent. We don’t need the Kevlar face between the top and bottom spars. In combat models
wrapping for RC.
a thin piece of plywood a few mm wide lies on the EPS to
provides extra bearing area where the rib is bonded to it.
In the pics notice how widely spaced the ribs are. The Because there are lesser number of ribs, and they are only
symmetrical aerofoil between the spar and the TE has little 2/3 of the normal length we use less balsa.
curvature so there is not much sag between the ribs when
the covering shrinks. The air loads on the wing aft of the The TE of a combat wing (used to be a strip of pine, now
spar are also not great so we can reduce the number of ribs carbon tube) is attached to the ends of the spars with a
needed in this part of the wing. The ribs do not enter the long-tapered gusset which also strengthens the rib. You
polystyrene part of the wing, they are bonded to the vertical can see these in the pictures.
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We can adapt the features of the combat wing to produce a
vastly stronger RC wing than the usual built up
construction and of similar weight.
1) Use a shaped EPS section for the front part of the
section between the spars and LE. To make this you
need to cut end templates of the root and tip ribs and
use a hot wire cutter to cut the section in a simple jig.
There are lots of references on google that show how
to make and use a simple hot wire cutter. See the
pictures for the jig I use.
2) Use continuous pine spars and LE for the entire span
of the wing. Cut the pine clears from straight grained
building timber from Bunnings etc. Facia board or
skirting trim is a great source.
3) Wrap and bond the LE/Spar section in brown paper,
print paper or wrapping paper cut to size then soaked
in water. Dry oﬀ the excess and apply a heavy coat of
PVA to one side, apply another heavy coat of PVA to
the EPS surfaces and carefully wrap the paper
around overlapping it on the vertical surface between
the top and bottom spar. Smooth the paper to
eliminate wrinkles and bubbles.
4) For a parallel chord wing use a continuous pine TE
with the ailerons hinged to it or you can use the
conventional TE sheeting top and bottom of the rib
ends. The spars and leading edge on combat models
are tapered in width to save weight, this can be
incorporated if desired.
5) Use a wing tip as seen in the pics. This is a balsa plate
at mid height of the end rib running along its centre
from TE to LE, with a gusset each side at the spar
position. The covering goes over the end rib and
around the plate. Not pretty, but very strong and
functional

Polystyrene LE section
set up for hot wire cutting.
This is the root template.

Hot wire set up with 12v power from an old computer power supply unit.
Plenty of info on the internet on how to make a cutter. I have a range of
sizes. Very useful in model building.

Now the tricky bits:
Wing mounting front peg
A typical RC wing will have a locating peg at the front root
of the wing and also two holes at the back to mount the
wing to the fuselage.
The front peg is mounted on the underside of the wing
directly under, and in contact with, the LE as it passes over
through the wing. See the drawing. I typically use a full
section root rib (on the wing centre line) that is 3mm thick
and bond 2mm doublers each side of the rib from the LE to
the spar position. Mark the LE section on the rib (typically
3mm thick x 10mm wide and cut a slot 6mm high on the
underside of the section. The slot runs back to the end of
the doublers. A piece of beech or maple is then bonded
into the slot with about 12mm protruding from the LE. This
is rounded later to match the model bulkhead hole.
Building the LE section whilst keeping the wing true.
This initial set up of the wing is the most diﬃcult part of the
construction. The method is:
• Make the root rib as above, with slots for the LE and
spars.
• Make the tip ribs which are also full section with slots for
the LE and spars.
• Hot wire cut the foam LE sections and then cut the fulllength slots for the spars and LE. It is possible to use the
hot wire to cut these as the section is cut, but I ﬁnd it
easier to cut them with a sharp knife separately. Don’t

worry if the cut out is rough or even slightly oversize,
Gorilla glue will be used to bond in the wood and the
expanding foam will ﬁll any gaps.
• Dry assemble the foam sections, root rib and spars. The
wing will probably look hopelessly twisted but with the
spars clamped to the EPS and the LE in its slot adjust
the tip end of the EPS to be in line with the root with
minimum twist. Pin the tip rib to the foam and use it as a
visual guide to minimise any twist. The accurate setting
will come later. Also, check the wing is not bent up and
down when sighted from the front. When everything
looks reasonable, disassemble and apply gorilla glue to
bond the EPS to the root rib, spars and LE. Clamp
everything up and again visually check for twist and
bending. The tip ribs are not bonded at this stage. Then
go and clean up, since gorilla glue is sticky and gets
everywhere!
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•

When the glue has cured strip oﬀ the clamps and
remove all the excess glue that has expanded out of
the joints. The next stage is to set up the tip ribs so that
there is no twist down the wing. Set up the wing on the
work bench with the root rib chocked and solidly
weighted down so that the vertical distance from the
bench to the LE nose and TE centre is equal. The wing
should also be chocked level. Now bond and pin the tip
rib to the end of the EPS so that it’s LE nose and the TE
centre heights above the bench are also equal. After
this is repeated for the other side, you should have a
wing outline with no twist.

ribs where it will wrap around the spars. Wrapping paper is
the easiest to use and gives a good result.
Apply the paper as described in 3) above. Ensure there is
a generous overlap on the vertical foam face and also on
any joints. Use a torn edge which is less visible than a
straight cut edge under the ﬁlm ﬁnish. Any tears can be
covered with a strip.
Cover the wing with heat shrink ﬁlm in the usual way. Don’t
apply too much heat to the EPS sections or the foam will
melt away. The paper provides some heat protection to the
foam but only use just enough to shrink the ﬁlm. If you do
get a melt back, ﬁll the depression with lightweight ﬁller
and apply a covering patch.

Remainder of Wing Construction
• Weight the wing down on the bench and between nails
in the bench, string a line along the centres of the root
rib and the tip rib TE’s. Use this line as a guide when
bonding in the ribs between the foam and TE.
• The ﬁrst rib out from the root rib is located at the
fuselage side position and like all the other ribs, this rib
runs from the foam to the TE.
• After all the other ribs are ﬁxed, bond in the TE and the
gussets, or TE sheet strips.
• Construct the wing tips as described in 5) above.
• Sand the spar tops and LE to remove hard edges and
follow the section outline. The LE is rounded oﬀ to give
a nice entry radius.

General Notes.
The pictures accompanying this article show an ugly stick
and a scale CL wing under construction. On these wings I
recycled balsa from the previous incarnations and made
no attempt to pretty the construction up. To me,
functionality is more important than beautiful construction.
The dimensions quoted are also typical for mid-size
models but can be adjusted as needed. The wing section
is an18% thick NACA symmetrical section printed oﬀ the
internet.
The expanded polystyrene is available from Bunnings.
Don’t use extruded Polystyrene, it’s stronger, but too
heavy.

Rear wing mounting holes and centre sheeting
The centre of the wing inside the fuselage side ribs is
sheeted top and bottom with 1.2mm balsa and the position
where the bolt holes will be is ﬁlled with balsa before the
sheeting is closed in. The sheeting overlays the foam LE
section and is bonded to it with gorilla glue. (Soak the
sheet in water to make it pliable, gorilla glue uses moisture
to cure.) To pull the sheet down to the foam I tightly bind a
long bandage of thick polyethylene round and round the
assembly and then sometimes bind it further with string on
top. If you are really fussy the centre section could be
thinned down by the thickness of the sheeting thus
eliminating the step at its edge, alternatively a tapered
fairing piece could be ﬁxed to each spar top. I simply sand
a chamfer on the sheeting edge.

This is a CL scale model wing with dihedral and a wing mounted
undercarriage. As a result it is much more complex to build. During
construction the leading edge EPS was cut to length sections to allow the
three full chord U/C ribs to be bonded in at the correct locations. To handle
landing loads, the centre is also sheeted out, as far out as the U/C leg rib.

Reinforcing Gusset
The box gusset seen in the drawings reinforces the ribs
where they enter the centre section, hopefully to add extra
crash resistance, this has not been tested to date!
Aileron Servo
This is mounted on the underside of the wing in the usual
manner with a full balsa box around it to try and minimise
the loss in strength to the root rib. Wing mounted servos
can be used as normal.
Ailerons
These are hinged in the usual way. If a pine TE is used, I
use a narrow vibrating multi tool blade to cut the slots for
the hinge leaf.
This view shows the pine block that carries the torsion part of the U/C wire.
The spar was also webbed with balsa as far as the outer rib. The rib at the
fuselage side lies about half way between the sheet edging and the wing
centre. Plywood connectors join the two wing halves at the spars. For RC,
strip ailerons with individual servos could easily be used.

Paper Wrapping and Film Covering
Apply a generous coat of PVA craft glue to the foam
section and leave to dry.
Cut the paper to manageable lengths, with slits to clear the
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Wilson’s
_
KEEPING UP WITH THE JONES’S OR

MY TRAILER PROJECT
big

Grant Crenfeldt

Thought you might like an article on a little project that I
started over the xmas break and have ticked away at since
then.
For years I had lusted after a big model trailer- one that I
could keep models in all the time and avoid having to try to
jam them into a car all the time. Don’t get me wrong- a
station wagon served me well for years. I didn’t need a
model trailer- I just wanted one!
My mate Steve Wilson (of Firebrand Aero RC) got himself
a trailer 5 or 6 years ago and we often joked about what our
perfect trailer setup would look like. Carpet, fridge, coﬀee
machine- and of course some models… Obviously, in
good middle-aged man style- my ambition was to have a
bigger trailer than Steve’s.
A few years ago I happened to come across a guy who had
imported a trailer from the USA. It was perfect. It had a side
door and a rear fold down ramp door- and most importantly
it was bigger than Steve’s! He had used it for moving
furniture around and had done what he needed to do and
oﬀered it for sale for a price I
couldn’t possibly refuse.
So I got myself a lovely white box trailer- it is 3.8m long, 1.8
wide and 1.7m high. The interior walls are lined with 4mm
ply and it has a good 18mm ply ﬂoor. It is kind of heavy
because it is so solid, and it has a completely ﬂat front so I
do notice the drag when I am towing it…
Unfortunately I bought it and life just got in the way as it
does and for various reasons. I hadn’t really built any
models or ﬂown for a couple of years and the trailer sat
forlornly in the driveway.
However, over the last Xmas break I suddenly found
myself with not much to do and a big trailer sitting in front of
my workshop…
First up was to paint the inside white- a few coats of acrylic
house paint and it looked a lot better. Next on the list was
carpet. A quick trip to the big orange box store and I had
several rolls of garage ﬂoor carpet and Ados glue. I
seriously underestimated the amount of glue I need
though. At ﬁrst, I thought I would just spot glue it but very
quickly it became clear that the carpet was going to bubble
where it didn’t have glue so I glued every square inch. That
took a lot of glue and Ados isn’t cheap.
Laying the carpet was straight forward- if I can’t lay carpet
on to a perfectly rectangular ﬂoor then I shouldn’t be
allowed anywhere near a RC aircraft! (that is not an
invitation to comment on whether I should be allowed near
an RC aircraft anyway )

So, carpet and paint done and now its starting to look like
the model trailer I always wanted.
Next up is obviously the models part - how do I rack
them…? I knew I wanted ﬂexibility with the models that
would go in there- to be able to swap them in and out easily
without having to mess around with racking every time.
After playing around with a few ideas I ﬁnally landed on
using a wardrobe racking system.
It is comprised of a horizontal top rail which is fastened to
the trailer structure. From this hangs a pair of slotted
vertical rails and into these rails slot shelf brackets. I have
custom made a rack for each model to sit in and these
each have their own shelf brackets attached. When I want
to swap models I just pop the rack oﬀ the vertical rails and
replace the model with another one. I have the same set up
replicated in my workshop so they just get hung up in their
when not in the trailer.
Pool noodles on all surfaces that touch a model round out
the setup and it all works great.
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I have also gone to the extent of having a quasi tool
shadow board set up for my equipment- transmitter, fuel
etc… It all has its own place marked out on the shelf and I
can see instantly if something is missing. Theoretically this
means that there will be no more getting to the ﬁeld and not
having fuel, or a starter, or a tool box, or batteries, or ….
I am able to easily ﬁt in 4 x 50 inch models and 3 x 80 inch
models and still have plenty of room to walk down the
middle of the trailer safely.
I am really pleased with the result. Everything is nice and
secure and prevents any damage. It is so easy just
hooking up the trailer instead of loading and unloading the
family wagon every time. And when I get to the ﬁeld and I
can have a table up, chair out, and a model setup within 5
minutes.
Now the only thing missing is the coﬀee machine…

gavinshute@gmail. com
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AEROTOW
GLIDING
Omarama ANZAC Weekend
A report by Ian Harvey

The chance to experience this type of soaring at the
Omarama airﬁeld is not to be missed if at all possible.
Thus, 39 pilots registered from all over New Zealand for
ﬂying on Friday, Saturday and Sunday of ANZAC
weekend, 22nd to 24th April 2022. Friday began with the
tail end of a front that moved up the South Island making
ﬂying in the late morning and early afternoon rather trying,
with a cross wind over the runway and low-down
turbulence coming oﬀ the trees to the south. These
conditions, with a fresh SW wind and little thermal lift were
not conducive to any lengthy ﬂight times. However,
around 4 -4:30, conditions improved markedly, as the wind
abated and some useful, late evening lift began to be
generated. By then most had stored their gliders for the
night in the hangar space provided and called it a day. A
couple ﬂew Radians and F5K power gliders and took
advantage of the conditions until ﬂying was closed oﬀ at
5pm.
Saturday started cool and fresh with a moderate westerly.
During the day, this moderated and it became perfect for
aerotow; the sort of conditions one dreams about for ﬂying
at Omarama. Lift was aplenty both high up and lower
down, and everyone enjoyed a typical Omarama aerotow
ﬂy-in. Conditions became so light in the afternoon that
down-wind tow launches were possible, so the sun did
interfere with the launches.
Many retired for drinks and an early meal at the “Pink
Glider Café” adjacent to the ﬂying site, run by an
enthusiastic group of local ladies. The place was booked
out for later by groups of cyclists doing the Alps to Ocean
cycle way.
Sunday also started cool and still, but a moderate westerly
developed producing great ﬂying in what seemed to be a
convergence or wave. Then, at around 2pm, the NW set in
and all lost interest and began packing up. A couple
started an NDC Radian competition and some satisfying
7min maxes were posted before the weather changed,
thwarting any consistent scores.
There were tug-planes aplenty over the weekend, with
consistently good launches being largely produced, but a
couple of times, smaller gliders had some diﬃculties with
aircraft orientation towards the sun. Several ﬂiers used the
opportunity to do some successful GPS triangle ﬂying with

Top to bottom:
Jack Coker’s old Salto is still ﬂying well.
Peter Deacon’s Fox on ﬁnal approach.
Ian Harvey’s ASK21 ready for touch-down. (Grant Finlay photo)
Ken McMillan’s DG3000 gets airborne
and again on ﬁnals on ﬁnals.
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larger gliders. There may be more interest in this type of
pursuit in the coming months /years. With the airﬁeld being
adjacent to the Alps to Ocean cycle way, many groups
deviated onto the site and took a keen interest in the
activities. Full size activity at the site over the weekend
was minimal; maybe due to the running-down of the Gavin
Wills operated Alpine Flying School. He visited the site to
see how we were getting on and reported that he had sold
most of the ﬂeet of gliders that he owned at Omarama. All a
bit sad really. A couple of light planes arrived / departed,
but nothing concerning. What was of concern was a
Hughes 300 chopper that on two occasions buzzed us
down the middle of the runway, causing all in the air or on
ﬁnals to take avoiding action. The pilot would have had full
view of our activities on approach but chose to make a
direct high-speed run down the runway rather than come
across the ﬁeld to his landing zone.

In conclusion, as can be seen from the photographs, it was
a great weekend of ﬂying in a time of Covid when so many
events had been cancelled or postponed. Thanks to
Bevan Allan, Greg Clarkson, and team for organising and
running the event, which hopefully will continue to be an
annual ANZAC weekend ﬁxture.
Author’s note: with so may gliders on the ﬁeld, it was not
possible to photograph and / or feature every plane and
pilot. If your much lover glider is not featured, please
accept my apologies.

Main photo:
A typical soaring scene at Omarama.
Top:
There were ample tugs on hand; Alex Taylor’s Wilga and Jonny Gardener’s
Centurion.
Above:
Bruce Clark’s colourful model.

Top:
David Griﬃn brings his ASH in for a low pass.
Above:
Alex Hewson explains to Peter Deacon how the E powered Piper actually
works.
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Top:
Rob Johnson baﬄes young and old with complexities of his scale Qintus
Above:
Rob Johnson entertains the visiting Alps to Ocean cyclists
Left:
Allan Knox turns on the down-wind leg.
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Levin Fun Fly
May 28th 2022
Words: Mike Bron
Photos: Ross Gray

Firstly, a big shout out to Ivan Huntley and the Levin Model
Aero Club for the use of their facilities because without
them, this event would never have happened.
Also, thanks to the 14 odd pilots (all odd, but some odder
than others) and associated supporters in attendance, but
especially those who committed to considerable travel to
attend, namely:
•
Matt Ford, New Plymouth.
•
Jesse Bartle, Hawera.
•
Rob Mitchell, Hawkes Bay.
•
Matt Jones, Masterton.
•
Ernie Theedom, Masterton.
The weather on the day could only be described as ‘one
out of a catalogue’! Blue skies and zero winds more than
made up for the brisk 4 degree start. The day only got
better from there, reaching a balmy 16 degrees by midday
which meant I could liberate the thermals!
We had two ﬂight lines which operated either end of the
strip which were keep constantly busy throughout the day.
It was interesting to see the skills diversity range from
those who could only hover through to quite impressive
3D ﬂights delivered by Matt Jones. All the ﬂights that I saw
captivated my interest because I appreciate that we are all
on this journey together, but just at diﬀering stages and all
self-governed by our own skills and abilities.
Surveying the pits was also interesting as there was
equally as much diversity in the aircraft on display as there
were in the ﬂying skills. From a foamy Draco STOL
through to the vast array of 3D and scale helicopters and a
Pilot RC Slick 3D plane owned by Vaughn Friedrich, all
were interesting to see both on the ground and in the air.

Speaking of which, Vaughn put on some fantastic displays
with his Slick and it’s easy to see why he is a previous
IMAC champion. Unfortunately, the short runway at Levin
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put an untimely end to his ﬂight displays due the increased
risk.
Matt Ford was also entertaining to watch. Matt has a servo
operated grappling system on the undercarriage of his
nitro and can lift and drop objects. We scoured the
clubrooms looking for something to drop but couldn’t ﬁnd
anything suitable so decided a 10 liter fuel can would do
the trick. The take-oﬀ went to plan until Matt started
forward ﬂight when the fuel container got a massive sway
on and heavily inﬂuenced the helicopter. In fear of
crashing, Matt was forced to released it. Matt ended up
lifting one of his gumboots and could be seen standing at
the ﬂight line on one leg while he ﬂew. He must have got
sick of that and put his foot down but suﬀered a wet sock
for his troubles! I Tell you; those New Plymouth boys are
wired a little diﬀerently!
It was a relatively incident free day except for Peter
Williams (Peewee) who will be known to many of you, who
managed to plant his Align TREX 700N giving it a scorpion
stance in the tail. I didn’t see the crash, but I did see the
walk of shame, which was entertaining to say the least as
I’ve never seen him crash anything before.
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Given the diminishing light, temperatures, and the onset of winter, it is
getting exponentially harder to ﬁnd the time to get out ﬂying, but I am sure
glad that we got to enjoy this day together. The uncharacteristic weather
was only bested by the company of all in attendance. What a great bunch
of people we have in our helicopter community!
A special thanks to Ross Gray from Ashhurst Model Flyers for talking the
time to come over from Palmy and take majority of the images you see in
this event report.
Warm Regards, Mike Bron.
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New Plymouth Model Aero Club

ANNUAL MEMORIAL FLY-IN
19th & 20th March 2022

Words: David Crook & Photos by Andy Dobson
After a two year absence due to the pandemic the New
Plymouth MAC ﬁnally got around to holding its Annual
Memorial Fly-in. This is a two day aﬀair with Saturday
devoted to Float Planes at Lake Ratapiko and Sport ﬂying
on Sunday at the clubs Ferndene strip. Both Lake
Ratapiko and the clubs ﬂying ﬁeld are located within close
proximity of each other just outside Inglewood so travelling
between the two sites is not a problem.
This is the ﬁrst time I have attended the New Plymouth
clubs annual weekend and for the life of me I couldn’t work
out why I hadn’t been before. I think this maybe to do with
the fact that if you don’t have a large airplane or you think
you can’t ﬂy with the “big boys” then such an event is
possibly not for you. If so I’d like you all to think again.
You ﬂy what you have and just have a great time doing so.
Be it foamy electrics, I.C, big or small it doesn’t matter.
Along with myself, the others who made it from Hamilton
were Lyle Broadbelt, Alan Rowson and Gordon Meads.
There were many others in attendance from towns and
cities such as Stratford, Hawera, Whanganui and as far
south as Palmerston North.
It was unfortunate that the timing of this event also
coincided with the Waikato Aerobatic Champs held by
Frazer Briggs at the Hamilton ﬁeld which unfortunately
restricted a few others from attending but you can’t be in
two places at once.
Unlike the Waikato Aerobatic Champs which I’m told got a
bit windy on Sunday afternoon New Plymouth had two
glorious days’ worth of ﬂying. A little bit chilly to start with on
Sunday however.
Flying at Lake Ratapiko is very similar I thought to ﬂying at
Lake D which is located in Horotiu. Lake Ratapiko is very
picturesque and apparently is home to the local water
skiing club, hence a nice club house, kitchen facilities and
toilets. Those that have been before will be familiar with
them. Mike Pillette, New Plymouths boss man started
proceedings with a Karakia followed by a pilots brieﬁng on
the do’s and don’ts for those of us not familiar with ﬂying at
this particular lake.

Top to bottom:
A group shot of everyone
at Lake Ratapiko on
Saturday
Lake Ratapiko – A
stunning venue
Mike Pillette's Albatross
makes a smooth landing
Who rescues the rescue
boat? Another rescue
boat of course

I did a quick count of pilots on the Saturday and it was up
around the 35 to 40 mark which is an impressive number.
And given that a number of pilots also brought along more
than one aircraft, the lake and the airspace above it was
busy all day. Never a dull moment as they say. Given the
amount of air time everyone had I’m surprised the rescue
boat wasn’t as busy as it could have been. A few people did
require its services however.

Lyle Broadbelt preparing
his Aces Stik prior to take
oﬀ. A very versatile
aircraft indeed.
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Sunday’s ﬂying at Ferndene was excellent. The New
Plymouth ﬁeld is ﬁrst rate and the view of the mountain is to
die for. Having said that it pays to keep your eyes on your
plane and not the mountain while you’re ﬂying. A couple of
highlights were Steve Blackman ﬂying his Lancaster
Bomber which was built and previously owned by Alan
Rowson. This is a beautiful aircraft to see and has a
presence both on the ground and in the air. Steve’s Turbo
Prop Tucano was also a highlight but encountered a
problem later in the afternoon.
The weekend came to end around 3.00 pm for those
travelling folk who could pack up and get home in time for
dinner.
A few lucky pilots were presented with awards on both
Saturday and Sunday which was a nice gesture on behalf
of the New Plymouth club and goes a long way in both
promoting the event and the club.
A fantastic weekend and one I would wholly recommend to
everyone to put on their calendar for next year.
For more photos of this great event and others please go to the New
Plymouth MAC webpage. Click on “Flickr” on the front page and this will
take you to the photo album by Andy Dobson. Find NPMAC 1-31 Mar
2022 and you’re away.
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What a stunning summer season of ﬂying!! Since October
we’ve had 10 Aerobatic events across the North Island.
We got as far north as Kaikohe, and as far south as
Carterton. Over 40 pilots have been to at least one event,
and the weather overall has been pretty good, with only
one day of competition ﬂying lost due to rain. If it was
windy, we ﬂew !!! There are tons of results and photos on
the www.NZRCAA.co.nz website, so get on there and
have a look at what we have been up to.

Top to bottom:
Ricky Maitland receives
the Mike Johnson
Trophy at the Rumble.
Nice one Grasshopper!!

Ever been up to Kaikohe ? Yes it’s a long way up for lower
north island folk, but not to bad if you live in the middle. The
ﬂying ﬁeld up there, home of the Far North Flyers, located
on the Kaikohe Aerodrome is just awesome. South facing,
plenty of sky, it was just perfect for our ﬁrst ever Far North
Aerobatics event in April. They do get the odd “side wind”
according to one of the locals, but while we were there it
was just superb. Many of us camped on site. We will be
having another one up there next year, just before day light
savings ends, so look for that one on the 2023 calendar
and pencil it in.
The Loop Roll and Win a Chocolate Fish Challenge !!! For
a while now we have been working hard to get newbies to
come and have a go at the Clubman schedule. Over the
past few years the “Intro to Aerobatics” sessions at various
locations around the country have resulted in a number of
new ﬂyers that now have the aerobatics bug, and regularly
show up to ﬂy in contests. So it’s working. Taranaki is the
next region on our hit list, so look for an event there this
coming summer season if you are in that region. There are
still plenty of guys out there capable of loops and rolls, but
it seems the pressure of actually having to ﬂy when it’s
your turn, do 2 loops on centre in front of a set of scary
judges (which are just ex Clubman guys btw), it seems is
far too much pressure for some. So recently we have
resorted to bribery!! That’s right, show up, have a go at
Clubman with your low wing sport model, foamy, etc, do
the loops, and you get paid in the form of Chocolate ﬁsh.
How good is that !! We’ve handed out a few boxes worth so
far this year.
Over the past few months we have been tweaking the
Clubman Aerobatics sequence, and reviewing how it’s

Clive Marthis with his
Calmato. The perfect
model for Clubman,
Clive is keen and loves
Chocolate Fish !!
The Rumble in Awatoto.
Another brilliant
weekend in the Hawkes
Bay.

been working for the newbies. We want guys to get
through the sequence safely, even if they have never ﬂown
it before. The 3 turn spin is gone. Many low wing models
are trainers, and they just won’t do a spin without serious
modiﬁcation to the rudder area. The outside loop is also
gone, and the tricky “double stall turn” has also been
dropped. It’s still a simple “centre maneuvers only”
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sequence which means you get time
between each one to get yourself
sorted, take a breath, and attempt the
next one. The new version of the
Clubman schedule is still a work in
progress, we are still making a few
ﬁnal tweaks to it, and eventually it will
go to a vote to be remitted and
become oﬃcial later in the year. If you
like eating chocolate ﬁsh, and you’ve
done a loop and a roll before, have a
look in the Clubman section on the
downloads page for the latest version,
and give it a go. Here is the link
https://www.nzrcaa.co.nz/downloads/
Classic – Continues to gain
momentum, we’ve run classic at a few
events throughout the season, and
there are some nice new airframes
appearing on the scene. It’s a lot of fun Juniors in action at the Nationals. Left to Right – Ricky Maitland 1st in Clubman Aerobatics and 5th in
ﬂying these old rockets, but I get the Basic IMAC. Tawhai Webby 2nd in Clubman Aerobatics, 4th in Basic IMAC, winner of Aggy, and he
was the Nats Junior Champion. Go Bones !!!!! Ruben Woods 1st in Basic IMAC and 3rd in Clubman,
same questions about classic. Pretty Ruben
was the Aerobatics Junior Champion. Sean Galloway 1st in Masters Pattern, 1st in Sportsman
much the only rule is the design must IMAC and the Junior Champion runner up. Juniors go to the Nats,
be 1983, or prior. 1983 was the last
World Champs where center only maneuvers where recent IMAC contest in Galatea, Sunday was rained out.
ﬂown. After that the turnaround schedule was adopted. So But rather than cancel the day and head home right away,
it doesn’t matter what servos you are running, what type we held an impromptu training session at the lodge, and
and size of motor you run, glow or electric, retracts vs ﬁxed covered oﬀ a massive range of model setup using a 50cc
gear, 2 inch wheels v 2.5 inch wheels … it’s just the design Extra 330 as our example. A wealth of knowledge shared
by the experienced ﬂyers was probably information
that matters.
overload for some of the new guys present, but I’m sure
Juniors – we’ve got a great bunch of Juniors in action at the they went away with a few helpful setup tips.
moment, and as a SIG we will do everything we can to
keep these youngsters interested and keen. At the The next thing on my list of setup tips to cover oﬀ is the
Nationals, Clubman Aerobatics was totally dominated by downline mix. The downline mix you say ? What on earth is
the 3 Juniors with Ricky Maitland in 1st, Tawhai Webby in that ? Well it makes you ﬂy “straight down, hands oﬀ”. Its
2nd and Ruben Woods in 3rd, ahead of 4 seniors. Ruben that simple. Now I’m going to assume here that you’ve got
Woods also won 1st in Basic IMAC, and was the top most of your trimming sorted at this stage in the game.
scoring junior based on percentage, just ahead of Sean Your model ﬂies dead straight and level on half to full
Galloway who won Sportsman IMAC, which is always one power, and when you pull vertical, wings level, it goes up
of the IMAC classes with the most entries. Moving onto straight !! If it’s not, as mentioned already, read previous
the Rumble in February, Ricky Maitland won the Basic issues of this column and get it sorted. The downline mix is
class and was awarded the Mike Johnson Memorial one of the last things you can setup, and its really easy to
trophy. We’ve seen this young man improve an untold do. Have you noticed that your model pulls slightly to the
amouth in the past couple of year, since he ﬁrst started canopy on long downlines ? If not then you are probably
ﬂying a Senior 60 in Clubman. Literally a high wing trainer, not going high enough, and you’re not pushing / pulling to a
1960 design. Ricky has now moved up to Sportsman proper vertical downline. When you do, you will notice the
IMAC, and Expert Pattern, and is already making his way model pulls out to the canopy slightly as it comes down the
up the ladder. This season we’ve seen Sean Galloway line. You might ﬁnd you need some “push” down elevator
move up to the top Aerobatics class, F3A, becoming NZ’s to keep it on line. This will occur 9 times out of 10 on all
youngest ever F3A ﬂier, and also Intermediate IMAC. At aerobatic setups. You can mess with the CG, you can
the recent Kaikohe event in the Far North Kaden Newman mess with the incidence, and you can mess with the thrust
and Tawhai Webby battled it out in Basic IMAC over 12 lines. All you will do is mess up the rest of the trim !! When
rounds with Kaden just managing to pip Tawhai for 1st spot you’ve done all that, and you are back at square one, you
with only 100 points out of 8000 between them. So … can use a downline mix. We want to get our models lfyign
Seniors … while the bad news might be that at some as perfectly as possible, so that there is less workload to
stage, these juniors mentioned are going to beat you, the get through the sequence, which in turn leads to a better
good news is, they keep moving up through the ranks, and result. The downline mix simply put, sticks a tiny amount of
down elevator trim in, when the throttle stick is at idle. And
eventually they become someone else’s problem !!
when you are ﬂying a downline, you will be on idle right ?
Ok, tip time. Take a look back on previous issues of this (unless you ﬂy Pylon and haven’t worked out what the
publication for a run of tips on Aerobatic setup in the throttle does yet !!). It usually only takes 2% or 3% of down
Aerobatics column. Saves me repeating myself. At a elevator to get it sorted, but of course it depends on your
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elevator setup. The most important thing is, the mix should
only come on when the stick is at absolute idle. By default
when you setup a mix for throttle to elevator, the mix will
come in from half throttle, and below. So on your TX, you
will need to ﬁnd the setting that alters where on the throttle
position the mix actually starts. On a JR it's called oﬀset,
and it usually needs to be set around -100. On a Futaba
you will need to mess with the points on the mixing chart.
To start with, set a mix with 20% or even 30% of down
elevator throw, and this least you can easily see where the
mix comes in as you throttle down. Don’t ﬂy it like this !!!!
Once you get that oﬀset value set as low as you can, you
can adjust the mix amount back to 3% to start with. When
you work the throttle stick, as the stick touches the low
throttle stopper, you want to see a tiny bit of down on the
elevators “appear”. And then as you throttle up, as you
increase the stick just up from idle, the down elevator trim
is now gone. Now go and have a ﬂy. Do some downlines. Is
it coming down straight ? No, well crank the mix up a little.
The easiest way to check it, do some really long vertical
downlines, in front of you, with half rolls on the way down
so you are looking at the side of the fuselage after each
half roll. If the model steps out of line each time you half
roll, you are not quite there. If it starts to push to the wheels
on a downline you’ve gone too far. Once you get this mix
sorted, when you are ﬂying a sequence and you pull over a
humpty, or exit a stall
turn, you will be on
idle, and the model
will hold the line all
by itself. Amazing !!
The judges will think
you’ve been a
seasoned pro for
years, and no
downgrade for a
dodgey looking
downline. Last thing
… do you need to
turn the mix oﬀ at
anytime ? No, you
can leave it in
always. You may
notice when you
come into land,
when you pull the
throttle stick right
back, you have to
hold a tiny amount

more of up elevator as you are on ﬁnals than you are used
to. But its minimal, and this is ok. You will get used to it
pretty quickly. The most important thing is getting that
oﬀset correct. If the mix comes in from half throttle, just
imagine what’s happening when you are ﬂying at 1/3rd
throttle ? I won’t mention it, but a very well seasoned ﬂyer
only just discovered this problem last year, and he has had
to supply me with a fair amount of “pilot juice” to keep me
quiet. One other thing to check, is that your throttle trim
setting, high idle, vs low idle, does not aﬀect the mix. Also
very important.
Ok, keep an eye on the NZRCAA website for our calendar
of events in 2023, get out when its ﬁne and work on your
ﬂying and trimming, and we will see you at the next event !!

Frazer

Top to bottom:
This hardy bunch had a go at Clubman Aerobatics at Highbrook MAC in
April. Well done Amy Vongsaly who ﬁnished in ﬁrst place.
Kaikohe, home of the Far North Fliers. Superb Venue. Go there, it’s really
awesome.
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Noeline Craighead

Well, what a couple of epic racing meetings we’ve had
over the last couple of months and there's certainly been
some kms done travelling to the Far North Kaikohe in late
March and to the Inaugural Central Hawkes Bay Pylon
held at the Galloway ﬁeld in Takapau on Easter weekend.
Both great ﬂying sites.
Thank you to the Far North R/C Fliers and to the Galloway
family for hosting these events and for their support of NZ
pylon racing.
Pilots brieﬁng

Due to various COVID and other health issues, entries for
Kaikohe were compromised this year, only ﬁve ☹, which
was unfortunate as the Far North is a fantastic ﬂying site.
Q500 Sport, F3R and F3D were ﬂown with only two-up
because there weren’t enough people to man the course.
For those that attended, thank you for your eﬀort in
manning the course and competing.
A special Thank you to ‘Team King’, Les & Judy, for your
eﬀort and hospitality over the weekend. An enjoyable time
was had by all.

Kaikohe 2022

Then, in April it was back on the road, south this time, for
the Inaugural Easter weekend meet in the Central Hawkes
Bay at the Galloway ﬁeld in Takapau.
What a weekend that was !
Gary & June Mercer and Ross & I travelled down on
Thursday to the Hawkes Bay and spent a most relaxing
and enjoyable evening at John & Michelle Sutherland’s
house, reminiscing and telling many pylon stories.

Team Kim hospitality

On Friday we headed to Galloway’s ﬁeld to set up the
pylon course. The Galloway’s had prepared a fabulous
pylon strip suitable for the course to be set up in almost any
direction. During the day a few more `Northerners’ arrived
and the models slowly emerged for some practice laps and
engine running.
RATs - Sat pm
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Hawkes Bay 2022

By Friday evening, a big contingent from the North had
arrived; Les & Judy King with John Danks, Antony Wright,
Graeme Duncan and great to see Dave Coleman. It was
‘Camp Galloway’ on the tennis court at Rose & Ewan’s
house.
There was a fantastic entry … 20 entries !!! and that was
missing a few too.
John & Shelley-Ann Knox were biking in the South Island.
Ewan Galloway decided not to ﬂy Q500 Sport as he hadn’t
had a chance to put the model in the air ~ no wonder, he’d
clearly spent a lot of time mowing the ﬁeld. Thank you,
Ewan. Ruban and Lew Woods didn’t make it and Gary
Mercer didn’t ﬂy Q500 so he could concentrate on F3R.
There was still 9 entries in Q500 Sport ~ Fantastic !
John Sutherland also had work commitments and couldn’t
make it, which was a shame.
The Galloway’s had allowed anyone to compete, provided
everyone had a RATs, so after many months, there was
the return of Len & Corry Krook and Dave Coleman. It was
also great to see some ‘old’ faces back ﬂying, Geoﬀ &
Sandy Hall and new ones giving it a go in Q500 Sport,
especially Junior - Sean Galloway, who was beating his
Dad, Hamish after the ﬁrst days’ racing . After the ﬁrst day,
Geoﬀ & Sandy had three 200 scores but overnight there
must’ve been some serious ‘team’ talk because on
Sunday they put in two super quick times that lifted them
from last place, even after a landing via the container . It
was also good that Dave Coleman and Len Krook could be
back ﬂying adding fun, close competition back into Q500.
F3R had ﬁve entries with some very close racing.
F3D

BBQ time!!

F3T only had two entries, Len Krook and Team King who
had some problems ﬂying inside the safety zone which
provided some interesting races.
F3D had three entries ~ Team King, John Danks and Team
Craighead. Unfortunately John and Team King had engine
problems resulting in 200’s for all rounds. Team Craighead
got oﬀ the ground for all ﬁve races and putting in a couple
of reasonable times considering very little F3D had been
ﬂown over the pylon season.
Five rounds were ﬂown in all four classes Les King ﬂew a
F3E ﬂight.
Q500 Sport and F3E were NDC rounds.
All-in-all, everyone enjoyed some great ﬂying and social
get-together over a fantastic
weekend and considering the
forecast was not promising, the
weather ‘Gods’ were looking down
on the meet.

F3R

Thank you to everyone for
travelling to the event, to all the
helpers, timekeepers for helping
and to the Galloway’s for the
preparing of the ﬁeld and for
welcoming everyone to their
property. ‘Camp Galloway’ was
the place to be for the weekend .

F3T

Q500 SPORT

F3E
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2022 / 2023 NZ Pylon Calendar
2022
Sat 3rd & Sun 4th Sept
Sat 1st & Sun 2nd Oct
Sat 5th & Sun 6th Nov
Sat 3rd & Sun 4th Dec

Airsail MAC
TBC
TBC
Christmas BBQ
Airsail MAC

2023
1st - 6th Jan

Nationals & SIG
AGM
Sat 11th & Sun 12th Feb Waikato Champs
Airsail MAC
Sun 19th Feb Rain date Waikato Champs
Airsail MAC
Sat 18th & Sun 19th Mar
Kaikohe, Far
North R/C Fliers
Sat 8th & Sun 9th Apr
( E a s t e r )
Norsewood,
Galloway ﬁeld
Sat 20th & Sun 21st May
End of season
BBQ Airsail MAC
Saturday/Sunday :
Sat
Start 1pm
Sun
Start 9am Finish 3pm
No Lunch break on Sunday
Sunday one-day :
Start 9am

Kaikohe contingent 2022

Team Len Crook & Graeme Duncan

Dedicated Timers ~ Corry Krook & June Mercer
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Daylight Savings :
Starts Sun 25th Sep 2022 - Ends Sun 2nd Apr
2023

North Island

Free Flight Championships
April 2022

Graham Lovejoy

As usual for an aeromodelling contest, good weather is
always hoped for, and though the weather outlook for
Friday wasn't good, Saturday and Sunday looked much
more promising, and so it proved to be.
Friday 3 April
When we drove down on Thursday afternoon the weather
was perfect, sunny and calm, but we woke to a windy, cold
and cloudy Friday.We all went to the ﬁeld anyway and
stood around chatting and freezing for a couple of hours
before heading into Carterton for warmth and coﬀee. At
3pm we gathered at the Carterton Holiday Park for a "show
and tell" session which was popular last year and proved
to be so again this year. The main topic was electronic
timers and electric Free Flight componentry, with Mike
Mulholland bucking the trend and showing his beautifully
built 32" Comet "Zipper", complete with what appeared to
be a genuine spark ignition engine up front, but which
turned out to be a skilfully constructed dummy motor ,as
this model is rubber powered! Unless you had prior
knowledge of this you'd never pick it. In the evening a great
turn out of hungry modellers headed to the Gladstone Inn
for a great meal and socialising.. Connie Gray sponsored a
Catapult glider team challenge and drew out the team
members from the proverbial hat for this event which could
be ﬂown on both remaining days.

Pretty well everyone stayed on for the on-ﬁeld prizegiving,
making a ﬁtting ending to a most enjoyable contest,
marked by good ﬂying performances and a great feeling of
comradeship.
Connie's CLG teams event went great with everyone
taking advantage of the ideal CLG conditions to put in
good scores from the well matched teams.
Results
Open Rubber 7 ﬂew
1st B.Gibson
2nd R.Morrell

3rd P.Squires

Open Power 3 ﬂew
1st R.Bain
2nd K.Barnes

3rd C.Murphy

Open Glider 2 ﬂew
1st A.Koerbin
2nd B.Gibson
Vintage Duration Combined 9 ﬂew
1st A.Koerbin
2nd W.McGarvey 3rd P.Squires
E-36 6 ﬂew
1st R.Wallace

2nd K.Barnes

3rd D.Ackery

Kiwi Power 4 ﬂew
1st K.Barnes

2nd B.Scott

3rd R.Bain

Saturday 2 April
Weather was nice and calm but seriously foggy, as you can
see in the accompanying photos. This didn't burn oﬀ till
about 10am or so and then the ﬂying started in earnest , as
ﬂiers took advantage of the superb conditions to ﬂy not
only Saturdays events but also those from Friday which
were carried over to this day.After a busy days ﬂying it was
oﬀ to the Buckhorn in Carterton for another great get
together.

P-30 4 ﬂew
1st C.Murphy

Sunday 3 April
Quite overcast to start with but another great ﬂying
day.Conditions warmed up during the morning, and the
sun came out about 11am and it became very pleasant.

Combined Catapult/Hand/Tip launch Glider 12 ﬂew
1st P.Squires
2nd A.Robinson 3rd K.Barnes
Note:- Andrew Robinson also recorded 6 ﬂights in Hand
launch and Tip launch as well as Catapult-a sterling eﬀort!

Nostalgia Duration Combined 5 ﬂew
1st R.Bain
2nd B.Gibson
3rd B.Scott
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2nd R. Bould

3rd A.Fuller

Mini Combined 8 ﬂew
1st A.Koerbin
2nd D.Ackery

3rd R.Wallace

Classic Duration Combined 2 ﬂew
1st K.Barnes 2nd C.Murphy
Vintage Precision 6 ﬂew
1st B.Scott
2nd B.Gibson

but now it attracts ﬂiers from all over the North Island,
making it truly the North Island Free Flight Championships.
The organisers look forward to seeing you all again next
year!

3rd R.Bould

Kennedy Precision 2 ﬂew
1st B.Scott
2nd C.Murphy
"Connie Louise Gray" sponsored C L G team
challenge 6 teams ﬂew
1st Team
K.Barnes/C.Gray
2nd Team
D.Ackery/R.Morrell
3rd Team
A.Koerbin/A.Robinson
Rubber Scale events
No oﬃcial contests were run , but several models of this
class were ﬂown during the weekend, notably Mike
Mulholland's 'KK' "Lysander" and 'Airsail' CT-4 Airtrainer"
Many thanks to all who attended, most driving long
distances to do so. Thanks also to Connie Gray and
Yolande Mulholland who did a great job recording all the
scores, and of course to Andrew and Lottie for allowing us
to ﬂy on their beautiful farm,surely one of the best Free
Flight ﬁelds in NZ
While a couple of the "usual suspects" couldn't be there,
we had a great time, and it was pleasing to see some
diﬀerent names in the top 3 places in some classes.
This contest started out many years ago as the CPMAA
FF Champs, attended mainly by ﬂiers from the local area ,
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BRACING
David Thornley

AT TECT PARK

Sunday March 27 witnessed the christening of the new CL
circle at TMAC’S. TECT Park ﬂying site. The occasion
was the 3rd Combat in the Bay meeting re-scheduled from
last year after a typical Covid lock down interruption.
The weather was a beautiful autumn day, continuous
sunshine, but with a very brisk wind which forced most of
the combat action to take place on the downwind half of the
circle. But what combat it was! The format was a round
robin event which gave everyone four bouts each. Despite
the limited ﬂying volume for combat action there was
relatively little carnage and great close manoeuvring
between contestants.
The ﬁrst four bouts were unusual in that no cuts were
recorded! One might think that they were boring bouts, but
this was not the case, with close and exciting action in all
bouts. Eventually there were damaged models mostly
from mid-air collisions, but it is amazing how the later
generation combat models (now with lots of carbon and
glass composites) survive full speed vertical dives into the
hard TECT ground.
A truly enthralling bout between maestros Bryce Gibson
and Graham Christie was real delight to watch with no
quarter given and all in one half of the circle.
The ﬁnal bout between Rob Morgan and Adrian Hamilton
was very memorable because of its unusual outcome.
Both constants were in full combat with Rob getting the
ﬁrst cut. A mid-air strike and line tangle then forced Rob
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into the ground and after sorting out the tangle, Bryce
Gibson, Rob’s pitman, restarted the engine almost
immediately, but on launching it was obvious that the
Morgan model was in trouble, it had lost speed and was
ﬂying with sections of covering ﬂapping in the breeze.
Adrian of course, went after Rob to get an equalizing cut
but he failed to achieve it and Rob, in attempting to escape
crashed again. Bryce performed another miracle engine
restart (almost as good as team racers) but with the model
in the air again, it was in real trouble. Almost all the
covering on the outside half of the model was now gone,
so it staggered around the circle ﬂying on the inside wing
only. Adrian again went in for the kill but just could not nail
it. He kept swooping down on the complete streamer
towed by the model as it wobbled around, only 1m above
ground level, but failed to match his handle position and
missed the cut time and time again. Suddenly 45secs
from the end his engine started to run out of fuel and after
losing line tension on the upwind side of the circle he hit the
deck. With Rob still ﬂying, the horn sounded to declare the
end of the bout and when the scores were added up, they
were within ﬁve seconds of each other so it was a draw! An
amazing outcome considering the damage on Rob’s
model and the total superiority of Adrian’s. After ﬂying four
bouts each contestant decided they didn’t have the energy
for a re-ﬂy and called it quits.
The ﬁnal result of the event was a convincing win to Bryce
Gibson with no losses, Graeme Christie second, Adrian
third, Kevin forth and Rob ﬁfth.

Hooray!!!
We got a round through
at Whangarei
Adrian Hamilton
Good turnout, good mood and great weather. The result of
those positive factors was that we saw some of the highest
and closest scores ever in a Stunt Series round.
Kim Webby enjoyed his hometown weather and ﬂew to the
top of the scoresheet with his ﬁrst 1000-point result of the
season. Kevin Barnes was a close second, so still leads
Kim in the F2B table.
In Sportsman things are heating up with Dave Ackery
showing a real burst of form with his classic Midwest
Magician and OS 25FP combo. By my eye, easily the best
he's ever ﬂown and a deserving winner. In the Sportsman
Series table, Roscoe Smith holds the lead with his secondplace performance. Tawhai Webby is second with Dave
Ackery third and Chris Chambers looking like Rookie of the
Year powering into fourth.
Classic Stunt was a bit of a turn-up with the F2B experts
having to battle for the bottom of the table! Reaping the
rewards was Dave Ackery with more excellent
Magicianship and Adrian Hamilton whizzing the Stallion
into second for the weekend, but holding ﬁrst on the table.
We also had extra fun with scale, "Serious Speed" and
some racing on the Sunday. In that vein I'm looking at
compiling some kind of Vintage Speed series. Perhaps a
cross between the Stunt Series, and NDC aimed at casual
fun ﬂying over grass with relics like Midges, Phantoms,
classic team racers and models popular overseas such as
Perky and Weatherman. Stay tuned!
The next round:
6. Taranaki "Easter" Champs, Saturday 16th April, 2022
Club - New Plymouth MAC
Venue - NPMAC CL circles, Junction Road, New
Plymouth
Contact - Andrew Robinson a_robinson_nz@hotmail.com
And the rest of the series:
R4 - Postponed until further notice - Waikato Grass
Champs (Mercer/HMAC)
R7 - 7th May - Rotorua Champs (RMAC)
R8 - 4th June (Queen's Birthday Weekend) - Southland
Champs (GMAC)
Stay safe and have fun, everyone!
Adrian - Series Coordinator
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Here’s a list that celebrates folks that have put in the hard yards and attained the necessary skill and knowledge to
successfully complete a MFNZ Wings Qualiﬁcation since the March Model Flying World magazine.

Name

Club

Description

Zach Moore
Kelvin Maisey
David Bull
Grant Alding
Stephen Southey
Tristan Barns-Graham
Trevor Faulkner
Sam Kletzkin
Ryan Lynch
Luke Rusden
Joseph Greenwood
Ashley Perera
Dieter Wojt
Sven Williams
Rodger Chalk

Kaiapoi M A C Inc
Wanganui Aero Modellers Club
New Plymouth M A C Inc
Oamaru Power Model Aero Club Inc
Kapiti Aeromodellers Club Inc
Taupo Model Fliers (Inc)
Marlborough Associated Modellers Inc
Ashhurst Model Fliers
Nelson Model Aero Club Inc
Ashhurst Model Fliers
Highbrook Aero Modellers Inc
Rotorua M A C Inc
North Shore M A C
Model Aviation Northland Inc
Highbrook Aero Modellers Inc
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Basic Power
Basic Power
Advanced Power
Basic Power
Basic Power
Basic Power
Multi Rotor
Basic Power
Basic Power
Basic Power
Basic Power
Basic Power
Basic Power
Basic Power
Basic Power

Vintage
SIG
Coming Events
Levin:
John Selby Memorial Vintage Event,
15 October, 9.30 am start
NNI:
Two-day events will be held at Airsail, Tuakau, and
Blackfeet in September, October and November.
Dates will be published in AVANZ News.

Cavalier

NDC:
See the NDC webpage for the schedule of monthly NDC
events.

Some Elegant Designs for Vintage Sport
Flying
Wayne Cartwright (rwcartwright4@gmail.com)
Those of us who focus on Vintage competition ﬂying can
tend to overlook the large number of very elegant designs
that are more suitable for sport ﬂying. This article aims to
highlight a few of them. Of course, ‘elegance’ depends on
the eye of the beholder, so let’s just say that the following
designs look elegant to me.

electric model of the Hayseed C. It has a Hyperion 4020 on
4 cells, which gives a strong climb, but not up to
competition standards. The model is at its best on slow
and almost silent ﬂypasts.

Plans for the Hayseed C are available from the Model
The Two Cavaliers
Builder Collection of AMA Plans Service.
Ben Shereshaw was a proliﬁc and respected US designer
in the late 1930s. He also manufactured the highly
regarded Bantam engines. Most of his designs are high
wing cabin types and all look good. However, in my view
Shereshaw’s two Cavaliers are his to most elegant
models. They have shoulder wing mounting, planked
streamlined fuselages, and beautifully tapered wings. The
Cavalier 1937 was published in the Zaic Year Book, from
which the plan shown here was copied.
A year later, a second Cavalier appeared. The Cavalier
1938 had a similar wing, but a deeper fuselage that
allowed the engine to be cowled, and a curvy horizontal
tail. It was kitted by Berkeley, which named it Custom
Cavalier. My own model of the Cavalier 1938 – built
originally by Bert Street and rebuilt by me for a second life is shown in the photos. It has been ﬂown for many years
with an OS 60FSR with 14x6 prop but it is now about to be
electriﬁed. Perhaps this will be sacrilege but to me it will be
convenient and reliable, and there will be no mess to clean.

Hayseed C

Plans for both Cavaliers are available form AMA Plans
Santiago
service.
This French design is dated 1943, so Monsieur Bluzat
apparently ﬂew it while his country was occupied during
Hayseed C
To my eye, this is among the most harmonious of all W W Two. To me, it has very appealing overall
vintage designs. In this 74 inch span 1941 design, Carl appearance. I know of no other plans, so a builder would
Hermes seems to get all the curves in the right places. The have to use this one. I can supply it as an A4 pdf. My email
outline has no straight lines. The two photos are of my address is in the heading above.
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Cobra
This remarkable design might be a
step too far for some readers –
straying into ‘bizarre’ territory.
Anyway, I think it is elegant. It was
the 1949 work of Ted Petrolia in the
US. He could be regarded as a
pioneer of the high thrust line
approach to power duration.
Uniquely, he used a snake-like
fuselage to achieve a lower
position for the tailplane. For those
willing to give it a go, I can provide
excellent plans in pdf form –
including modiﬁed tail surfaces that
have elevons on the polyhedral
surfaces. My email address is in
the heading on the previous page.

Cobra

Twin Boom
This truly elegant design was published in Air Trails
in December 1943. It must have been a nightmare
to hold together with rubber bands with a vibrating
Super Cyclone was in the nose. A modern electric
set-up would make it a practical model. I can
supply pdfs of the original magazine plans – email
address on the other page.
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38A Pukete Road
Hamilton
Ph 07 8499-008
sales@hobbyhangar.nz
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NDC Event 430, ALES Radian Class P
NDC Event 431, Thermal J (2,4,6,8,10)
F3B R4 NI Series - Black Bridge, Hawkes
Bay
Sep 16<>18 NI Aerotow, Hawkes Bay, Aorangi Road.
Oct
NDC Event 432, ALES 123 Class N
Oct
NDC Event 433, ALES Radian Class P
Oct
NDC Event 434, F3K Tasks B, D, G, H (total
raw scores)
Oct
NDC Event 435, FAI F5J, 4 Rds (Total Raw
Scores)
Oct 6
Soarchamps - F3B - Black Bridge, Hawkes
Bay
Oct 7
Soarchamps - F3J & ALES 200 - Black
Bridge, Hawkes Bay
Oct 8
Soarchamps - F5J - Black Bridge, Hawkes
Bay
Oct 9
Soarchamps - F3K & F5K - Black Bridge,
From your Soaring SIG
Hawkes Bay
We are now well into 2022. We trust you all have been
Oct
6<>9
Soarchamps
- ALES Radian, Day TBA keeping safe.
Hawkes Bay
There is a lot of ﬂying on the Soaring calendar so mark Oct 14<>16 NI Aerotow, Hawkes Bay, Aorangi Road
Oct 29 & 30 Southern Fling F3K & R3 NI series your personal calendars with “your” events.
Hawkes Bay
Nov
NDC
Event 436, F3K Tasks B, D, G, H only
Please check.....................................................................
(total
raw
scores)
https://www.modelﬂyingnz.org/sigs/soaring.html and
Nov
NDC
Event
437, ALES 200 Class M
make sure you have the latest NZ Soaring rulebook and
(Scoring per 3.13.7)
2022 Soaring calendar.
Nov
NDC Event 438, Thermal H (2 Mtr Glider)
Nov 25<>27 NI Aerotow, Matamata
Upcoming events
FAI F5J, Christchurch.
Jun
NDC Event 418, ALES 200 Class M Dec 2<>4
Dec 9<>11
NI Aerotow, Hawkes Bay, Aorangi Road
(Scoring per 3.13.7)
Jun
NDC Event 419, F3K Tasks B, D, G, H only
NZ Soarchamps.
(total raw scores)
Mark
your calendar now, put in for your leave and come
Jun
NDC Event 420, ALES Radian Class P
and
ﬂy
at the rescheduled 2022 NZ Soarchamps on the
Jun 4 & 5
F3K Rd 2 NI Series - (venue to be
6th
to
9th
of October. To be ﬂown in sunny Hawkes Bay at
conﬁrmed)
the Black Bridge Soaring ﬁeld near Clive, and a short drive
Jun 24 <> 26 NI Aerotow, Hawkes Bay, Aorangi Rd
from Napier, Hastings, or Havelock North.
Jul
NDC Event 421, Thermal H (2 Mtr Glider)
Jul
NDC Event 422, Thermal A (Open)
Jul
NDC Event 423, FAI F5J, 4 Rounds (Total Soaring Classes; F3B, F3J, ALES200, F5J, F3K F5K and
ALES Radian will be ﬂown over the 4 ﬂying days.
Raw Scores)
Jul
NDC Event 424, ALES 123 Class N
Jul 9 & 10,
F3B Rd 3 NI Series - Black Bridge, Hawkes Entry form at: https://forms.gle/ksA8DAGMZSpYvjhw6
Bay
eRES Soaring Class
July 22 <> 24 NI Aerotow, Hawkes Bay, Aorangi Road
At the Nats Soaring AGM a remit to include other types of
Aug
NDC Event 425, Thermal B (10 min)
electric gliders in ALES Radian was overwhelmingly lost
Aug
NDC Event 426, X5J Unlimited Class O
Aug
NDC Event 427, NZ F5K CLASS Q, 4 Rds, due to the strong belief the Radian completion was strong,
well-attended and any deviation from the current rules
Tasks A, B, C & E (Total Raw Scores)
would be to its detriment. Following the discussion around
Aug 19 <> 21 NI Aerotow, Hawkes Bay, Aorangi Road
this and about eRES Soaring (Electric Rudder Elevator
Aug 27 & 28 FAI F5J - Black Bridge, Hawkes Bay
Spoiler glider), your SIG are looking at provisional rules
Sep
NDC Event 428, Thermal D (F500)
Sep
NDC Event 429, ALES 200 Class M and will introduce an eRES class. This is intended as a low
technology Radio Controlled Thermal Soaring glider class
(Scoring per 3.13.7)
President:
Kevin Botherway (Hawkes Bay) 0275570470
Secretary/Treasurer:
David James (PN) 06 3543452, 0272447782
Committee:
Aneil Patel (Auckland), Dave Griﬃn (Christchurch), Joe
Wurts (Hawkes Bay), John Shaw (Timaru), Allan Knox
(Christchurch) & Peter Williams (Paraparaumu)
Soaring SIG email:
nzsoaringtc@hotmail.com
News & info at: ...............................................................
http://www.modelﬂyingnz.org/sigs/soaring.html
Facebook:
NZ Soaring SIG & NZ R/C Soaring.
Postal address:
41 Chippendale Crescent, Palmerston North. 4412

Sep
Sep
Sep 10 & 11
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for eRES (Rudder-Elevator-Spoiler) models launched by
electric motor power. The event is designed to introduce
less experienced pilots to electric gliding contests, but noone will be excluded from joining in. More experienced
pilots who can share their knowledge would be welcome.
The class would be for predominately timber-constructed
models, but moulded foam models (such as the Radian
and similar) and those with timber skinned foam wings
would be permitted to render the event as inclusive as

possible. Carbon Fibre LE, spars and tail booms would be
permitted.

Southern Fling – F3K.
October 29th and 30th sees the F3K action in the Hawkes
Bay again with 2 days of F3K. The event coincides with the
North Island F3K series and NDC F3K for the month. Note
this date for another awesome weekend in the bay.
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Since the last Model Flyers World there has been some
real good Freeﬂight activity. The North Island Freeﬂight
Champs along with the Connie Louise Gray, Catapult
Launched Glider Team event went oﬀ really well with a
really good turnout. The CLG event was a teams event
which had a random draw of gurus in one box paired up
with non Gurus in the other box. The Winning team turned
out to be Kevin Barnes and Connie!

Bryce Gibson assists Rob Wallace to load rubber motor into Tube Stake
Open Rubber model at Waikato Free Flight Championships.

Thanks to the organisers, Connie L Gray, Paul Squires,
Graham Lovejoy and anyone else who helped put the
events together.
Again! Another Cat 2 Indoor Hangar Rat Record, Junior
record by one of the New Plymouth Lads, Matais Hunt.
Well Done and so good to see. (See Article and photos
from Alec Fuller). A real credit also goes to Avetek for
creating such a great kit that has really rejuvenated indoor
ﬂying.
Recently held was The Waikato Free Flight Champs at
Proctor Road Te Hoe. Really good to see Jason Magill
come out of the woodwork and show us how Open Rubber
is donewith his dad, Ron's design. Meanwhile in Carterton,
several people turned out for some Fun Flying and to see
oﬀ Roger Morrell and Lindy Murrell who are heading back
to LA.
The South island Champs are to be held on 30th and 31st
July at Thompsons Rd, Kirwee. (see advert). Various
North Islanders are making a decent Holiday out of it and
some are bringing E.36 Models down to compete and also
showcase the event to South island Flyers so if you can
make it come and have a look. There is still some semi kits
and parts available through the SIG as well as the Ffonz
shop still has a couple of Roger Morrell's electronic timers
for them. ﬀonzrjw@gmail.com
The great thing about them is there is no goo from the
motors when ﬁnished. Discussions are happening still,
over perhaps reducing the engine run time to 7 or 8
seconds as they climb so well.
Since the last MFW as we all know there is a war
happening in the Ukraine. A lot of competitive cottage
industry equipment of really good quality has come out of
there and the future of a lot of FAI classes is in the remains
to be seen category. People here are still trialling for a
potential World Free Flight Champs in France in 2023 and
it is a case of wait and see what happens. A lot of NZ FAI
ﬂyers know a lot of Ukrainian Flyers and we wish them all
the very best from New Zealand.

The Free Flight Sig made an oﬀer to the Vintage Sig of
Help to run Vintage Free Flight events at the National
Championships and they have taken up our oﬀer, so we
look forward to working out the details and making things
happen. Remember this is the 75th National
Championships to be held from 2nd to 6th January 2023 at
Carterton.
The Free ﬂight Sig is working on a special team Aggregate
event at the 75th National Championships similar to the
50th Nationals event. Special rules and details to be
published later.
Missing Trophy! AT the 2022 National Championship Free
Flight Prizegiving The Class A Rubber or Open Rubber
Trophy went Missing. It was thought that eventually it had
been put in the Nats lockup shed but subsequently was not
found there. It may have got mixed up with Vintage
trophies. If anyone knows its whereabouts please contact
me Rob Wallace on 0274344027 or ﬀonzrjw@gmail.com
Meanwhile enjoy the great weather and get out there and
do it while you can.

Rob Wallace
Free Flight Sig Chairman
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SOUTH ISLAND FREE FLIGHT

CHAMPIONSHIPS
Christchurch Model Aero Club
Events:
Free Flight Field
* P30
Thompsons
Road
* Aggregate
July 30th and 31st
* Mini Combined
* Open Combined
* Kiwi Power
* Kennedy Precision
* Tip, Catapult & Hand Launch Glider
* E36

CENTRAL NORTH ISLAND

FREE FLIGHT TRIALS

Entries FREE, but a donation up to $5 per person to
cover costs would be appreciated.
Flying each day from 0730 to 1400
(may be extended by CD)
Billets may be available – call Bill Long 027 207 4470,
or Julius Long 021 0849 0915

Jun

11th

Wind date

12th

Sep

24th

Wind date

25th

Oct

29th

Wind date

30th

Nov

26th

Wind date

27th

Dec

10th

Wind date

11th

Organizer: Paul Squires 021 029 94110

FREE FLIGHT TEAM TRIALS 2022
The 2021 FF World Champs in France did not happen
June 18th
July 16th

due to Covid, and have been rescheduled to 2023.
Therefore 2022 becomes the new team selection year.

Start time is from 07.00. All Free Flight is welcome on these dates. Any person
w a n t i n g t o m a k e t r i a l s ﬂ i g h t s s h o u l d a d v i s e D a v i d A c k e r y, e m a i l
david.ackery@xtra.co.nz
Dates are subject to weather or any local conditions that may aﬀect availability of the site,
this is controlled by site co-ordinator Bryce Gibson, and all such enquires to him.
ﬂyf2d@hotmail.com

FREE FLIGHT TRIALS 2022
June 25th - 26th

October 1st - 2nd

July 30th - 31st

November 5th - 6th

August 6th - 7th

December 3rd - 4th
Organizer Craig King 021 079 0017
csking@xtra.co.nz

September 10th - 11th

Please contact Craig if you intend ﬂying.
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MFNZ Affiliated Clubs
64. Airsail Model Aviation Club
John Danks
299 Native Road, Pukekawa.
RD1, TUAKAU 2696
09 233 4014 airsailmac@airsail.co.nz
3. Ashburton M.A.C.
Brian Mitchell
29 Bridge Street, Netherby
ASHBURTON 7700
03 308 3207 bk.mitch@xtra.co.nz
79. Ashhurst Model Fliers (Inc)
Mike Bron
mbron@xtra.co.nz www.amf.org.nz
48. Auckland Free Flight Club
Gerald Wimmer
2241 Kaipara Coast Highway,
Kakanui R.D.4
WARKWORTH 0984
09 420 4429
fly.kakanui@gmail.com
4. Auckland M.A.C.(Inc)
Mike Fairgray
3 Kanohi Terrace, Mangere Bridge
AUCKLAND 2022
09 636 8439
amacsecretary@outlook.com
77. Aucklandsoar (Inc)
Ted Bealing
36 Ripon Crescent, Meadowbank
AUCKLAND 1072
09 528 3720 ted@pl.net
35. Blenheim Model Aero Club
Murray Herd
70A Redwood Street
BLENHEIM 7201
03 578 9199 mherdz@xtra.co.nz
http:/www.bmac.org.nz
49.Bush Fliers M.A.C.
Sandra Hall
06 354 5749
sandrahallsmocking@gmail.com

16. Far North R/C Fliers
Alan Walker
PO Box 233, PAIHIA
021 943 651 alanwalkerboi@gmail.com
38. Feilding Model Flying Circle
Des Richards
06 324 0007 desr2727@gmail.com

15. Hamilton Model Aero Club (Inc)
Alan Rowson
18A Mahoe St, Melville
HAMILTON 3206
07 843 3889 alan48linda47@gmail.com

26. North Shore M.A.C. (Inc)
Robert Berger
51A Hibiscus Coast Highway
Silverdale AUCKLAND 0932
021 969 159 nsmac.team@gmail.com
www.nsmac.org.nz

17. Hawera M.A.C.
Peter Malcolm
456 Tempsky Road
RD 15 HAWERA 4675
Ph 06 272 6514 peter.maureen@xtra.co.nz

98. Northern Miniature Aerobatics Club
Tony Chadderton-Smith
154 Kohimarama Road, Kohimarama
AUCKLAND
021 027 3379 tony@titanenergy.co.nz

71. Hibiscus Coast Radio Flyers
Henny Remkes
Box 468, Orewa
AUCKLAND 0946
027 441 1484 henny.remkes@gmail.com

27. Oamaru Power M A C (Inc)
Jamie McCullough
021 272 8656
jamiemccullough9@gmail.com

36. Highbrook Aeromodellers Club Inc
Arjen Visser
PO Box 48180 Blockhouse Bay
AUCKLAND
021 443 298 info@ham.org.nz

82. Central Districts Silent Flight
David James
41 Chippendale Crescent, Highbury
PALMERSTON NORTH 4412
06 354 3452 jamesdj@slingshot.co.nz

19. Kaiapoi M.A.C. (Inc)
Ross Pepper
29 Sovereign Boulevard
KAIAPOI 7630 021 244 7668
rdpepper29@gmail.com www.kmac.nz

2. Central Otago Model Fliers
David Burke
117 Centennial Avenue
ALEXANDRA
03 448 6919 avenue.motel@xtra.co.nz

96. Kaipara Flats Model Flyers
Mike Andrews
26 Rawhiti Place, Snells Beach
Warkworth
AUCKLAND 0920
09 425 6896 mike@mikeandrews.co.nz

11. Dunedin M.A.C. (Inc)
Tim Apspinall
1 Bayfield Rd, Andersons Bay
DUNEDIN 9013
027 278 1169 kiwikanfli@xtra.co.nz
12. Egmont Modellers Club
John Spence
14D Saxton Road, Upper Vogeltown
NEW PLYMOUTH 4310
06 753 9241 spencejs10@gmail.com
9. Christchurch M.A.C. (Inc)
Ian Harvey
55A Lochee Road, Upper Riccarton
CHRISTCHURCH 8041
03 348 8206 harveyi@plantwise.co.nz
10. Christchurch Radio Fliers Club Inc
Peter Hewson,
307 Avonhead Rd, Avonhead,
CHRISTCHURCH 8042.
03 358 4022 jillhewson@xtra.co.nz
11. Dunedin M.A.C. (Inc)
Tim Apspinall
1 Bayfield Rd, Andersons Bay
DUNEDIN 9013
027 278 1169 kiwikanfli@xtra.co.nz
12. Egmont Modellers Club
John Spence
14D Saxton Road, Upper Vogeltown
NEW PLYMOUTH 4310
06 753 9241 spencejs10@gmail.com

78. Kapiti Aeromodellers Club Inc
Paul Buckrell
021 422 633 paul.buckrell@gmail.com
20. Kerikeri Model Aero Club
Mike King
80 Riverview Road
KERIKERI 0230
09 407 8959 mike_rosie@xtra.co.nz
21. Levin Model Aeroplane Club (Inc)
Ivan Huntley
021 210 6138 levinmodelclub@gmail.com
22. Marlborough Associated Modellers Inc
Carl McMillan
16 Avening Close
BLENHEIM 7201
03 578 0716 carlmcmillan@ihug.co.nz

94. Southern Lakes Model Fliers Club
Mike Barker
662 Ballantyne Road RD 2
WANAKA 9382
03 443 2800 or 020 402 01897
mike.f.barker@gmail.com

29. NOCLASS M.A.C.
Adrian Hamilton
9 Red Hill Road
PAPAKURA 2110
ashcustomworks@gmail.com

8. Cambridge Model Aero Club
Stephen Grainger
027 278 8765 di_steve@xtra.co.nz

10. Christchurch Radio Fliers Club Inc
Peter Hewson,
307 Avonhead Rd, Avonhead,
CHRISTCHURCH 8042.
03 358 4022 jillhewson@xtra.co.nz

24. Nelson Model Aero Club (Inc)
Andrew Reeve
22 Brook Street
NELSON 7010
022 671 7200 nmacsecretary@outlook.com

91. New Zealand Jet Modellers
Association (Inc.)
Rene Redmond
311 Newbury Line, Rd8
PALMERSTON NORTH 4478
021 245 2729 secretary@nzjma.com

14. Gore Model Aero Club (Inc)
Peter Salmond
88 Croydon Siding Road,
No 6 RD GORE
03 208 9609 or 027 208 9031
hokpines@actrix.gen.nz

95. Kaitaia Flyers
Peter Bieri
517 West Coast Road,
RD 1 AWANUI
021 047 6314 bieribeach@gmail.com

39. South Otago M.A.C. (Inc)
Mrs Rose Langley
3 Cossens Street
BALCLUTHA 9230
03 418 4431 graham.rose@langley.co.nz

25. New Plymouth M.A.C. (Inc)
Steve Blackman
027 481 2575 shb@xtra.co.nz

13. Gisborne Model Aeroplane Club
Phil Goodwin
29 Fisher Place, Lytton West
GISBORNE
06 868 4706 pandrg@xtra.co.nz

40. Invercargill Radio Fliers - Southland M.A.C.
Les Greer
38 Coronation Street, Strathern
INVERCARGILL 9812
03 216 8556 l-j@xtra.co.nz

9. Christchurch M.A.C. (Inc)
Ian Harvey
55A Lochee Road, Upper Riccarton
CHRISTCHURCH 8041
03 348 8206 harveyi@plantwise.co.nz

18. Model Flying Hawkes Bay (Inc)
Brett Robinson
4/209 McLeod Street, Camberley
HASTINGS 4120
06 876 4605 brettrob@orcon.net.nz

32. Omarama Model Aircraft Club
Donald Selbie
90 Max Smith Drive
P.O. Box 181
TWIZEL 027 435 5516
74. Open Skies Radio Flyers
Mat Wellington
Ph 06 278 1066 mat_wellington@yahoo.co.nz
87. Opotiki M.A.C.
Fred Hassall
PO Box 121
OPOTIKI 3162
07 312 3577 nukubluepack@xtra.co.nz

41. Tamaki M.A.C.(Inc)
Stuart Goodare
PO Box 128513, Remuera
AUCKLAND
021 799 213 stu.goodare@gmail.com
43. Taupo Model Fliers Inc
Alex Brodie
31A Korimako Road
TAUPO 2730 ana_brodie@xtra.co.nz
44. Tauranga M.A.C. (Inc)
Dave Marriott
41 Acornia Close
TAURANGA 3112
07 544 4187 or 021 909 407
taurangamodelfly@gmail.com
www.taurangamodelfly.nz
50. Thames Blackfeet Flyers
Ian Palmer
42A/441 Whangaparaoa Road, Stanmore Bay
AUCKLAND 0932 09 428 6994
blackfeetflyers@hotmail.co.nz
88. Tuakau Model Aero Club (Inc)
David Squires
17A Shannon Grove
PUKEKOHE 2120
Ph 09 238 5033 dbsq17@gmail.com
93. Waimak Radio Flyers
Barry Lennox,
52 Siena Place,
KAIAPOI RD 2 7692 (03) 310 6628
52. Waimate MAC
Greg Clarkson
21 Rhodes Street
WAIMATE 7924
027 836 0423 gtec1963@gmail.com
53. Wairarapa M.A.C.
Ian Henderson
84 Upper Plain Road
MASTERTON 5810
06 370 4693 henderson.ihug@gmail.com

30. Palmerston North Aeroneers (Inc)
Bruce Withell
withellbruce@gmail.com

55. Wanganui Aero Modellers Club (Inc)
Brent Holt
87C Putiki Drive, Putiki
WANGANUI 4500
027 220 3846 brent.holt@xtra.co.nz

66. Palmerston RC Model Flying
Ron Sloan
6 Geelong Street
WAIKOUAITI 9510
03 465 7260 rsloan@xtra.co.nz

68. Warkworth Aviation Club Inc
Tony Lloyd
11 Guy Road, RD 1
WARKWORTH
021 725 876 somerset11@outlook.com

31. Papakura Manukau Aeromodellers Club Inc
Ron Wilson
82 Kilkenny Drive, Howick
AUCKLAND 2016
09 274 3221 ronw82@outlook.com

56. Wellington M.A.C. (Inc)
Phil Bolton
176B Katherine Mansfield Drive
RD 1, Upper Hutt 5371
04 527 3299 secretary@wmac.org.nz

54. Richard Pearse M.A.C.
Peter Harber
9 Gleniti Road
Gleniti
TIMARU 7910
021 140 2643 wardharber@xtra.co.nz

57. Wellington Radio Flyers (Inc)
Mike Brider
113 John Sims Drive, Johnsonville
WELLINGTON 6037 04 478 9365

34. RNZAF Base Auckland M.A.C.
Mark Corbett
41 West Harbour Drive, West Harbour
AUCKLAND mark.corbett@nzdf.mil.nz
42. Rodney Model Aviation Club (Inc)
Hayden Purdy
8 Dorchester Place
OREWA 0931
09 427 5906 hayden@aurium.co.nz

7. West Coast Radio Flyers (SI)
John Browning
29 Kilgour Road
GREYMOUTH 7805
03 768 4962 jdbrowning@xtra.co.nz
70. Western Bay Model Flyers Inc
John Laker
21 Riverside Place
KATIKATI 3121 07 549 0043

23. Matamata-Piako M.A.C. Inc
Graeme Giles
105 Beaumaris Boulevard, Bethlehem
TAURANGA 3110
07 5791126

37. Rotorua M.A.C. (Inc)
David Thornley
07 349 3719 dthornley47@gmail.com

58. Western Districts M.A.C.
Keith Ryman
87 Colwill Road, Massey East
AUCKLAND 0614
09 832 4676 keithryman@outlook.com

69. McLeans Island Scale Flyers (Inc)
Richard Tier
PO Box 52322
KIRWEE 7543
03 352 0317 tierrich@gmail.com

80. Rural Flying Corps
Doug Palmer
314 Racecourse Road
AMBERLEY 7482
027 213 9071 or 03 314 8988

59. Whakatane Model Aircraft Club
Phillip Davies
33 Ohiwi Parade, Ohope Beach
WHAKATANE 3121
021 305 223 daviespj00@yahoo.com

66. Mercury Bay Aero Club (Inc)
Gary Sarginson
07 8662877 gnjsarg@xtra.co.nz

84. SAM 1928
Martin Evans
1166A East Coast Road
RD 4 ALBANY 0794
09 473 4158 Martin.evans@ihug.co.nz

76. Whangarei Blue Goose Flying Group
Ken Green
09 435 0989 greensacres@xtra.co.nz

72. Model Aviation Northland (Inc)
Andreas Gabler
13 Sierra Avenue, Kamo
WHANGAREI 0112
021 242 5099
secretary@modelaviationnorthland.co.nz
www.modelaviationnorthland.co.nz

62. South Canterbury M.A.C. (Inc)
c/-Graeme Dellow
33 Harper Street, Parkside
TIMARU
027 684 5832 gndellow@xtra.co.nz
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60.Whangarei M.A.C. (Inc)
Graham Main
P O Box 55
MAUNGATAPERE 0152
09 434 7333 gramain@xtra.co.nz
61. Wigram Model Aero Club
Allan Woodley
147 Halswell Road
CHRISTCHURCH 8024 03 338 0462

NORTHLAND
R/C Aircraft Specialists
PO BOX 218 WHANGAREI
Tel: 027 294 6918 or Fax 09 434 7402
Email atomichobbysupplies@xtra.co.nz
Mercury adhesives, Balsawood, APC Atomic
Fastenings, Tru-Turn, Hayes, Tettra MK, OS
Engines, YS Engines, HatoriAir Wild, TME,
Futaba, EZ, Krill Aircraft & more!

AUCKLAND

299 Native Road Pukekawa 2696
Auckland
Ph: 09 233 4014
theteam@airsail.co.nz

Suppliers of all Airsail products

AUCKLAND

Dubro, Sullivan, Futaba, Spektrum, K&S products,
Cool Power, Solarfilm, Oracover, APC & Garvon
props and many more.

RC Hobbies is NZ’s number one online
hobby shop, with exceptional product
knowledge and unbeatable service you
can’t go wrong.
RC Hobbies have everything
you need from planes, cars, helicopters,
drones, 3d printers, paint, fuel, accessories
and much more.
RC Hobbies also provide services repairs.
There is something for everyone at RC
Hobbies with new products being updated
on the website regularly.
Get in touch with the team at RC
Hobbies Today!

SLIPSTREAM MODEL
RESTORATION WORKSHOP

Follow us on Social Media:

Ph: 021 288 9455
Frazer@pbgrc.co.nz
www.PBGRC.co.nz

New Zealand Sales Agent for
Japan Remote Control JR PROPO Systems
www.airsailmodels.co.nz

Importers and Distributors of quality Hobby Products

Website: www.rchobbies.co.nz
Email: sales@rchobbies.co.nz

HAMILTON

200 Robertson Rd, Mangere 2024
AUCKLAND Bus/AH 09 275 5842
Specialists in plans from all top designs from
around the globe plus others less known
Plans & accessories catalogue - $41.50 inc postage
MVVS Engines, spares & accessories.
Robart retracts including full spares, Zenoah

Workshop Facilities:
Model building to any stage, plus repairs
Fibreglass moulding - fuselage-cowls-spats,
Canopy pressing, Latex moulding,
Metal laser cutting, Foam cutting & shaping

Plus full engine repairs & overhauls,
Radio & Accessories repairs

slipstream.models.workshop@gmail.com

CHRISTCHURCH
HENDERSON
RACING
82 Rose Street
CHRISTCHURCH
027 228 5466
bigtrev@xtra.co.nz
Suppliers to the racing fraternity

Rossi, Nelson, O.P.S. Phelan Rossi,
Sherlock Propellers,
Murphy Mustang, JR

CLASSIFIEDS
Wanted
Header and tuned pipe to suit OS Max 61
RF (Rear exhaust)
Mechanical retractable undercarriage
(spring activated) to suit 60 size classic
pattern aircraft.

Wanted
Futaba wireless trainer module-WTR- 7
Let me know if you have one spare and
what you would like for it. I'm happy to sort
postage down to Christchurch.
Nigel Grant - nigelgrant575@gmail.com

Stuart Goodare
021 799 213 stu.goodare@gmail.com.nz

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
ARE FREE TO ALL
MFNZ MEMBERS
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Wanted
Parts for a OS SURPASS 48 4-stroke
glow motor. ( OS OF Series)
Parts required :
Top part of cylinder head which includes
the valve cover.
Valve Push-rod (only one required)
If there is anyone out there who has an old
motor with these parts I would love to hear
from you.
Don Waterer 021 670175
donald@waterer.co.nz

www.hotrc.co.nz

www.hotrc.co.nz/buy-ﬂy-race.html

